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ABSTRACT
Atypical in Alternative Break practice, an intentionally created connected course was
examined to understand students’ perceptions of their semester long experience before, during,
and after their service trip. This qualitative study analyzed reflective blog posts from twenty
students participating in two different Alternative Breaks. The first trip examined human
environmental impact and the second explored issues of those experiencing hunger and
homelessness. Two theoretical frameworks were utilized to understand how students made sense
of their journey and understood diversity learning related to their trip. The course provided preand post-trip education related to the cause focus and to issues related to privilege, oppression,
dominant narratives, and potential pitfalls related to immersive service. Findings indicate,
through the reflections of students, powerful sensemaking occurred when service and learning
combined in a synergistic relationship. Students connected class learning with informal
interactional learning, or hands-on experiences in an immersive service environment, and
stressed the importance of both in building their understanding. This research suggests that
Alternative Break practitioners must be diligent in preparing students to serve, thoughtful in
selecting strong on-trip service experiences and community partners, mindful of the importance
of reflection, and dedicated to furthering post-trip learning through sensegiving. The results of
this study may aid Alternative Break programs in creating a connected course to enhance and
strengthen student learning, reflection, and sensemaking.
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CHAPTER 1
Service-learning has been a longtime curricular teaching method on college campuses
and is widely used to help public universities meet their mission of connecting with the
community and developing students with a civic ethos. This practice connects students with the
community through service-based projects or practices that are correlated to course curriculum
(Celio, Durlak, & Dymnicki, 2011). Service-learning for the purpose of this study, is defined as
a form of experiential learning that connects students and community in a reciprocal relationship
to address community needs with intentionally designed opportunities to engage students
through applied learning and reflection (Jacoby, 2014; Sumka, Porter, Williams, & Piacitelli,
2015). Service-learning enhances community service by incorporating reflection and discussion
about societal issues, which is a crucial part. Some studies have shown volunteering itself does
not necessarily lead to direct action or long term civic engagement among college students
(Niehaus, 2012).
One form of service-learning being increasingly practiced is known broadly as an
Alternative Break (AB), which connects rigorous education to significant community service in
either a domestic or international setting other than the home community of the sponsoring
institution. Alternative Breaks gained their name as an “alternative” to the traditional spring
break beach or party-like atmosphere trips of choice amongst many college students. Instead,
these trips focus on service and the community. In Alternative Breaks, community is defined as
a group of people served by the non-profit agency who live in the same geographical area (a city,
town, or even neighborhood). While Alternative Breaks differ from other forms of servicelearning due to the travel or immersive component, Alternative Breaks retain service-learning
and direct service practices including the incorporation of reflection (Sumka et al., 2015).
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Statement of the Problem
Service-learning as an overarching practice and Alternative Breaks as a specific program
may be uniquely suited to help institutions intentionally design programs and curriculum to meet
the needs of developing diversity and social justice understanding among other intended
outcomes (Clayton, Bringle, & Hatcher, 2012; Niehaus, 2016). Alternative Breaks can take
many forms and are programmatically created by university staff and faculty, often with student
input. In higher education, a number of national associations were created to guide practice,
allow for collaborative networking and professional interactions, and provide support and
assistance for their member institutions. Alternative Breaks are no different. Non-profit
organizations or coordinating national organizations were created to assist universities in
providing guidance and structure for Alternative Break programs and trip specific logistics.
Break Away is the largest national non-profit organization dedicated to promoting and
supporting Alternative Break programs. Alternative Breaks ideally focus on systemic causes of
societal issues, promote mutually beneficial relationships with the host site and visiting
university, and engage students in learning with the goal of building active citizens (Sumka et al.,
2015). Active citizens, according to Break Away, are those who can place the collective over
self (Break Away, 2008). One way to help ensure meaningful service is through the use of
intentional design and Break Away is considered the leader in this movement (Sumka et al.,
2015). According to the Break Away National Chapter Survey (2017), 167 campuses hosted
Alternative Break programs and over 250 universities are members of Break Away.
Furthermore, in just one year, the number of trips offered on reporting college campuses
increased from 1,650 to 2,001 trips. Many universities use the Break Away model for program
and trip design that consists of eight components- strong direct service, education, orientation,
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training, social justice and diversity, full engagement, reflection, and reorientation (Barclay,
2010; Bowen, 2011; J. Johnson, 2016; Z. Johnson, 2013; Niehaus, 2012; Niehaus & Crain, 2013;
Porter, 2011). Components of the model guide educators in the design of their Alternative Break
program. Full definitions of each component, and many of the terms used in this chapter are
included in the Glossary of Terms in Appendix A and will be discussed in the review of the
literature in the following chapter. Service-learning and Alternative Breaks has, like many
academic practices, developed its own set of terms and language used by campus-based
practitioners, community partners, and student leaders in higher education. I hope the Glossary
of Terms aids in clarifying these terms for the reader.
Typically, Alternative Breaks are co-curricular in nature, however a limited number of
programs do offer courses in conjunction with the Alternative Break experience (Sumka et al.,
2015; Wendel, 2013). A connected course is defined as a for-credit academic course focused on
the social issues and intentionally designed course curriculum with the goal of supplementing the
learning that may occur through the immersive service experience. While a connected course is
atypical for Alternative Breaks, service-learning courses have been in practice for a number of
years as a way to enhance specific course outcomes in a community-based setting. Benefits of
service-learning courses include increased capacities for civic engagement, effective
communication, collaborative working relationships, engaging with diverse peers, and the ability
to learn and think globally (Bringle, Studer, Wilson, Clayton, & Steinberg, 2011; Kuh, 2008).
Service-learning has allowed students to integrate their learning experiences between the
classroom and community-based settings coupled with structured reflection in ways that has
enhanced their attitudes, knowledge levels, and skills amongst populations different from self
(Pritzker & McBride, 2006).
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Alternative Break experiences, specifically, are viewed as beneficial for students in a
variety of ways. These benefits include developing leadership, team building, and critical
thinking skills (Bowen, 2011; Jacoby, 2014; S. R. Jones, Rowan-Kenyon, Ireland, Niehaus, &
Skendall, 2012). Alternative Breaks involve taking students out of their “comfort zone” and
immersing them in environments that require interaction with a diverse and unfamiliar group of
people or exposing students to environments they are unaccustomed (Buschlen & Warner, 2014;
S. R. Jones & Abes, 2004; S. R. Jones et al., 2012). By participating in these diverse programs,
students ideally begin to challenge their personal values and develop a deeper consciousness of
self (Buschlen & Warner, 2014; S. R. Jones et al., 2012; Rhoads & Neururer, 1998). Many
positive outcomes are correlated with interactions of diverse peers, such as increased cognitive
skills and leadership development (Bowen, 2011; Parker III & Pascarella, 2013).
Alternative Breaks also have a goal of assisting a community in building capacity
through working with a nonprofit organization. Capacity building is a form of community
service with the aim of assisting the community in accomplishing its goals by equipping
members of the community with the needed resources or skills to achieve the mission of the nonprofit. Capacity building fully cannot be achieved, however, if students do not have an
understanding of the community and their own privilege and how they connect with that
community (Sumka et al., 2015). Privilege is defined as receiving unearned benefits through
belonging to a dominant group related to race, ethnicity, educational status, socioeconomic
status, gender expression or identity, sexual orientation, religious affiliation, and/or ability
(Sumka et al., 2015). Previous research has established that students participating in AB
experience hold a higher level of privilege than many of the communities they serve (S. R. Jones
et al., 2012).
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Despite the many positive benefits associated with participation in Alternative Breaks,
there are many challenging elements as well. Students participating in Alternative Breaks
typically possess higher levels of privilege than the members of the community they are serving
across a variety of different categories, namely educational attainment (Buschlen, 2016;
Heldman, 2011; Niehaus, 2016; Sumka et al., 2015). One of the hallmarks of privilege is that
often times those who possess the privilege are unaware of the benefits their personal privilege
brings them. Combined with a lack of knowledge of the social issues that serve as the focus for
the trip, students are often unaware of their personal relationship to a subject they only
marginally understand from an academic or experiential standpoint. As a form of intentional
design using Break Away’s components, it was important to study a program with a focus on
student AB experiences with a connected course that addressed issues of privilege and allowed
for a more comprehensive view of robust AB experiences.
Diverse interactions do not happen automatically, and the simple creation of a diverse
student body does not ensure that interactions will occur (Gurin, Dey, Hurtado, & Gurin, 2002).
When diverse interactions do occur, a positive experience is not a guaranteed outcome of that
experience. More troubling, negative experiences with diversity without proper structure and
support may lead to negative outcomes such as development of a savior complex and the use of
othering language and actions (Buschlen, 2016; Green, 2001; Seider & Hillman, 2011). These
moments can become teachable with intentional effort from community leaders and campus
professionals (Heldman, 2011). As stated above, students are often unaware of the concepts of
privilege or the social and systemic factors related to a particular social issue. Often, critics of
Alternative Breaks cite students developing these negative outcomes through participation in
“voluntourism,” an increasingly popular form of travel. Volunteer travel focuses on
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transactional experiences that leave some participants feeling positive (those with privilege)
about their experience but often result in no real change on a deeper level for the traveler. This
can result in students traveling to a community they do not understand to volunteer in ways that
are not necessarily helpful or sustainable for the community. Students develop a savior complex,
as defined above when they think they have solved an issue or a situation or that the community
should be grateful for their selfless efforts. According to Sumka, Porter, and Placitelli (2015)
“the risk, then is of Alternative Breaks falling into the voluntourism trap in which program
design lacks an educational lens, volunteers lack cultural sensitivity and language...and the hard
situations of community members are exploited for pity and profit” (p. 306).
Negative diversity experiences in service-learning research have noted the potential for
“mis-educative” (Dewey, 1938) experiences with diversity, resulting in victim blaming,
reinforcing stereotypes, and using othering language (Niehaus, 2016). Defined as “othering” or
creating a situation of students viewing an “us and them” scenario in which us is superior or
correct has been noted as a negative diversity experience in a number of studies (J. Johnson,
2016; Z. Johnson, 2013; Niehaus, 2016, 2017; Porter, 2011). One study in particular, focused on
othering language, found that many of the students participating in the service-learning
placement greatly emphasized the extent to which they perceived themselves to be different
from, often in the form of privilege, the community members they were interacting with. This
ultimately resulted in students demonstrating paternalistic language and delivering their opinions
in a blaming and fault-finding manner (Seider & Hillman, 2011).
Research based on the larger umbrella of service-learning recognizes that students
without some degree of diversity understanding are less adequately equipped to contribute to
their communities both domestically and internationally (Z. D. Johnson & Martin, 2017). Each
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Alternative Break program ideally helps students learn about community and societal issues in a
“life-changing way.” However, research has not determined if this is occurring across or within
the entire experience. One study specifically related to diversity interactions, analyzed
quantitative data from the National Survey of Alternative Breaks. It found that diversity learning
is reported but points out that further research specific to what those students are actually
learning is needed (Niehaus, 2016).
At this juncture in the research, Alternative Breaks are aspirational programs lacking
sufficient empirical research grounding specific to positive diversity interactions or how an
Alternative Break practitioner might structure an educational environment to promote diversity
student learning. These challenges point to the need to understand the learning environment of
Alternative Breaks. Break Away provides a framework within which education, orientation, and
training needs have the potential to occur. But the framework does not necessarily provide what
kind of education is important to enhance student learning to control for the development of a
savior complex or reinforce the privilege that many students possess just by being a student in an
institution of higher education. Theories of diversity learning and sensemaking were used as
lenses to examine how students understood their personal privilege and how they made sense of
their Alternative Break experiences.
Theoretical Framework
Alternative Breaks can take on different organizational structures depending on the
program design of a campus trip. American institutions offer a range of options during each
break period: spring offerings only, summer, winter, domestic only, international, and any
combination in between (Break Away, 2018a). However, each individual trip takes on its own
identity or team organization (Z. Johnson, 2013). To frame the research questions, two
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complementary theoretical frameworks were used. The first established a framework to look at
the entirety of the semester experience. The second involved the concepts of sensegiving and
sensemaking that allow for understanding potential student learning that comes about as a result
of participation (Weick, 1995). Both frameworks are explained below, and an illustration is
provided on how the frameworks complement one another through the data analysis process.
Diversity Learning Framework
Gurin, Dey, Hurtado, Gurin (2002) provided a framework for how diversity could be
linked to educational outcomes in higher education and tested the theory using data from the
University of Michigan. The framework highlighted three types of diversity learning structures,
structural diversity, information interactional diversity, and classroom diversity, all of which
contributed to a student’s educational experiences. The first, termed structural diversity, referred
to students of different races and ethnicities attending the same university or the numerical
representation of diverse groups, thus constructing a diverse student body. Gurin et al. found
that structural diversity increases the probability that diversity interactions might occur but do
not guarantee that intergroup interactions would occur or that the interactions would result in
positive diversity learning. Thus, a second term was needed and Gurin et al. used the term
informal interactional diversity, which considered the frequency and quality of the intergroup
interactions. The authors noted that these interactions most often happen outside of the formal
classroom in social or extracurricular activities such as clubs and organizations, service work,
residence halls, or campus events. The third form of diversity learning was termed classroom
diversity. This term referred to intentional learning about diverse people through content
knowledge and gaining experience alongside diverse peers in the classroom.
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Niehaus (2016) used this theory as a framework for her study about understanding the
context of informal diversity interactions in Alternative Breaks. In the limitations on this study,
the need to understand what the students learned through these diversity interactions was
highlighted. By using this framework in combination with the next framework a better
understanding was gained of what students are learning as a result of participating in an
Alternative Break and connected course.
Sensemaking Theory
Through the work of Karl Weick (1995), the concept of sensemaking was useful for
exploring how individuals made meaning, took action, and created shared mindfulness with their
different team members and communities of immersion. Sensemaking is an ongoing social
process that involves an individual deriving meaning from their own experiences and
environments in a shared setting (Maitlis, 2005). Weick provided a framework for explaining
the sensemaking process, divided into seven properties: identity construction, retrospection,
enactment, social and ongoing process, extraction of cues, and plausibility. In this study about
Alternative Breaks, each of the interconnected seven aspects provided a lens to understand the
story individual students articulated of their experience through group interactions, reflective
activities, and writing.
The first of the seven properties is identity construction, or who a student thinks they
are in relation to their team or the community of immersion. The second is retrospection, a
form of reflection in the context of service-learning that allows for meaning making through
disturbances in a student’s context, be that a class assignment or service experience.
Retrospection offered a lens to examine students’ perceptions related to understanding personal
privilege. The third property is enactment, which allows for the creation of narratives that
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provide a sense of the individual’s understanding of shared experiences. The fourth and fifth
properties involve sensemaking as a social and ongoing process that require students to be a part
of a shared experience or in the context of this study, an Alternative Break and connected course.
The sixth property involves the extraction of cues from the shared environment through the
interactions of all individuals (instructor, non-profit leaders, community members, peers) a
student encounters throughout the semester experience. This allows for the seventh and final
property, which is plausibility. Through interactions in the shared environment, individuals
decide what actions and explanations are believable. Plausibility over accuracy holds preference
for an individual or the collective in sensemaking. A sensemaking and sensegiving
organizational framework provided a lens to explore how student participants made sense of or
understood the intention or emphasis given by staff advisors, faculty learning partners,
instructors, or trip leaders via their selection and design of the pre-trip educational activities,
reflection methods, and diversity requirements for the Alternative Break trip (Maitlis, 2005;
Weick, 1995).
Sensegiving refers to the directives, cues, and expectations that a leader gives others in an
organizational setting (Maitlis, 2005). The framework demonstrates that elevated levels of
sensegiving correspond to elevated levels of sensemaking. However, those in leadership roles
can point to what cues and information an individual should pay attention to. This lens helped
with understanding the role of design and instruction in the overall AB experience.
By understanding in what stages of the semester course (classroom diversity, informal
interactional diversity, or structural diversity) a student is formulating their own personal
sensemaking, and gaining an understanding of how intentional program design contributed to
student learning, Alternative Break practitioners and connected course instructors can design
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curriculum and course activities to meet intended learning goals. To provide a visual
representation for how these two frameworks were used to analysis the data, I have created the
following graphic (See Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Theoretical Framework Application
12

Purpose of the Study
This study sought to understand how the students made meaning, specifically in the areas
of education, social justice, and diversity through personal reflection. By focusing on an entire
semester-long student experience, following Break Away’s Eight Components of a Quality
Alternative Break (2017), the study sought to lessen the knowledge gap that exists related to
understanding how pre-trip and post-trip curriculum affects student learning. This study
explored the collective semester experience of students participating in an AB course providing
educational practitioners and leaders with a more robust set of data exploring the entire student
experience. Moreover, the study addresses a practical need for universities to better understand
how this form of service-learning is meeting the learning outcomes related to developing
students in university defined outcomes.
Research Questions
This study utilized the theoretical foundations of sensemaking, sensegiving, and diversity
learning to develop questions related to Alternative Break learning and course design. The
overarching research question provides a framework to understand retrospective thoughts on
course components and an individual’s overall AB experience. Therefore, the overarching
research question, “How do students make sense of their semester long Alternative Break
experience?” guided my inquiry. The following secondary research questions provide structure
to answer the overarching research question:
1. How do students make sense of their learning within the framework of Structural Diversity,
Informal Interactional Diversity, and Classroom Diversity?
2. How do students describe personal privilege related to the focused social justice issue
explored by an Alternative Break trip and connected course?
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3. After completing the connected course and Alternative Break experience, what, if any
changes do students describe in their thoughts or actions relation to their participation?
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CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature
This literature review synthesizes research on Alternative Breaks with a focus on the
connections between student learning and development and Alternative Break program design,
especially as it relates to diversity and understanding privilege. To situate Alternative Breaks
within the larger framework of education; national service-related policy, service-learning
foundations, a university's role in community, and benefits of service-learning were selected for
inclusion. The review of literature provided a foundation to examine an Alternative Break
through the experience of student leaders participating in a service-learning connected course
with an immersive Alternative Break component.
Literature selected for inclusion in this review establishes a foundational understanding
of the roots of Alternative Breaks in service-learning, a review of literature directly related to
immersive service-learning trips, and a further explanation of Alternative Breaks and program
design. Empirical literature is more robust for overall service-learning practices and only
beginning to emerge for Alternative Breaks. Thus, the rationale for supplementation from
national organization data and program standards by college practitioners for program support,
trip design, and assessment standards.
To present the research in a logical manner related to this study, I begin with servicelearning and the historical policy foundations and the role of the university. Next, literature
related to Alternative Breaks program design is presented. I highlight a selection of the Break
Away Eight Components and related research findings from the literature related to these
specific components as they are the components emphasized in this study through the connected
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course. I conclude with overall Alternative Break research and findings related to student
learning outcomes.
The Foundations of Service-Learning
Service-learning was first coined as a term in 1967 by Robert Sigmon and William
Ramsey at the Southern Regional Educational Board (Giles Jr & Eyler, 1994). Service-learning
connects students with community through service-based projects or practices that are correlated
to course curriculum (Celio et al., 2011). In one of the first comprehensive books on servicelearning focusing on policies, programs, and issues for educators working on service-based
teaching, Kendall (1990), in his review of the literature, found 147 differing definitions of the
term service-learning. From these definitions three wide-ranging themes emerged: first, servicelearning is an educational philosophy rooted in the work of John Dewey (1916); second, servicelearning is a formal program category integrating service with academic learning; and third,
service-learning is a critical pedagogical method which focuses on empowering individuals and
communities through social change. The practice is grounded in Kolb’s (1984) Experiential
Learning model, often framed as one of service-learning’s key theoretical foundations. Kolb’s
model consists of four components: concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract
conceptualization, and active experimentation. These components are most commonly depicted
in a circular fashion to illustrate the cycle of learning that occurs throughout the experience.
Students can begin learning in any part of the cycle but in the design of service-learning
programs, students tend to begin at the stage of concrete experience. Concrete experience
(service) combined with reflective observation (reflection) and course curriculum are the key
elements of service-learning. While service-learning can trace its roots to the work of John
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Dewey, it has been the role of the university and federal policy that has created a reemergence of
service-learning courses and practices in recent years.
Colleges and Communities: The Role of the University Through Federal Policy
From a historical and policy perspective, service-learning can be traced back to the
passing of the Morrill Land Grant College Bill of 1862. This bill established the mission of
public, land grant universities as a means of serving the community and the public good.
Moving forward in the historical progression of service-learning, the mid-twentieth century
marked the creation of a number of governmental national service programs such as the Civilian
Conservation Corps of 1933, the Peace Corps and VISTA programs created during the John F.
Kennedy administration in 1961, and the Youth Conservation Corps in 1970, and the
AmeriCorps created in 1992 under the Clinton administration (Zieren & Stoddard, 2004). Civic
engagement, an increasing trend in higher education, was evident at the national level by the
actions of President Barack Obama. Upon entering office, President Obama enacted a number of
national initiatives aimed at increasing support to AmeriCorps through the passing of legislation
that was the greatest increase in federal support for service since the 1960s (Ewers, 2009). With
the creation of the President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor in 2006, many
universities have since prioritized the work of civic engagement, service-learning, and
community service with the goal of receiving national distinctions and grant money from the
U.S. Department of Education to sustain community initiatives (Corporation for National and
Community Service, 2006).
While service-learning as a term can be traced back to the 1960s, it was not until the
1990s that college campuses began creating service-learning initiatives, campus civic
engagement centers, and integrating service-learning into curricular and co-curricular
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experiences. These developments were supported and encouraged through the Corporation for
National and Community Service including support for AmeriCorps, the President’s Community
Service Honor Roll, and a variety of higher education national associations (Jacoby, 2014;
Niehaus, 2012). One such national association, Campus Compact, created in 1985 by the
presidents of Brown, Georgetown, and Stanford universities along with the President of the
Education Commission of the States, sought to combat the negative public image of apathy
associated with college students and universities. They believed with the proper support and
structure universities and students could become change agents within their communities, and
those students would graduate as value-driven citizens motivated by the concept of giving back
(Campus Compact, 2018).
The mission of Campus Compact puts a call out to colleges and universities for
commitment to an institutional priority of community and civic engagement. Campus Compact
works to create the infrastructure for this work by creating statewide chapters that bring together
over 1,100 institutions with a common commitment to the university's role in the good of the
public (Campus Compact, 2018).
Benefits of Service -Learning
The benefits of service-learning for students, universities, and communities articulate a
rationale for service-learning as a high-impact practice utilized on college campuses (Kuh,
2008). The benefits of participating in service-learning in American colleges has been
researched extensively through a variety of multi-campus studies. These studies have
documented student experiences and outcomes using both qualitative and quantitative
approaches, with participation in both domestic and international service-learning and have
outlined benefits for students. Noted benefits include personal growth, positive outcomes related
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to diversity such as developing cultural and racial understanding and a reduction of stereotypes,
academic and cognitive growth, and increases in civic mindedness (Astin, Vogelgesang, Ikeda,
& Yee, 2000; Celio et al., 2011; Eyler, Giles Jr, & Braxton, 1997).
A meta-analysis of 62 studies, including data from 11,837 students using both qualitative
and quantitative techniques, found students who participated in service-learning demonstrated
growth in attitudes toward self, school and learning, civic engagement, social skills, and
academic performance. These results support the opinion of many educators that servicelearning programs can benefit students in multiple ways (Celio et al., 2011). Because this study
specifically focused on one form of service-learning, an Alternative Break, in the next sections, I
present literature related directly to Alternative Break research and accepted practices.
Alternative Breaks Research
Alternative Breaks provide a method for educators to connect service-learning,
immersion, and community service into a single service-learning experience. Alternative Breaks
are typically weeklong service trips in which students engage in direct service, during which they
immerse themselves in a social issue impacting a community other than their own through
intensive high-impact experiences. Alternative Break trips incorporate common components of
reflection, community service or experiential learning, and pre-trip meetings or courses (Z.
Johnson, 2013; S. R. Jones et al., 2012; Niehaus, 2012). Break Away, as discussed in the first
chapter, is the largest national non-profit organization dedicated to the Alternative Break
movement (Barclay, 2010; Bowen, 2011; J. Johnson, 2016; Z. Johnson, 2013; S. R. Jones et al.,
2012; Niehaus, 2012, 2016; Niehaus & Crain, 2013; Porter, 2011). The organization was
founded as a 501 (c )(3) in 1991 by two Vanderbilt University students- Laura Mann and
Michael Mageveny. The organization was housed at Vanderbilt for the first nine years, then
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moved to Florida State University in 2001 until 2007 when it relocated to Atlanta, Georgia where
the headquarters currently resides. In 2016, Break Away held its 25 Years of the Movement
celebration, marking their humble beginnings as a resource center to become the leading
Alternative Break organization and hub of Alternative Break research and home of the National
Alternative Break Chapter Survey (Break Away, 2018a). The organization hosts national
trainings called Alternative Break Citizenship Schools, where student leaders and staff can learn
about program and trip design. Additionally, member schools have access to service site banks,
housing banks, sample documents related to risk management, reflection, and assessment (Break
Away, 2018b).
Per the 2016-2017 National Chapter Survey administered by Break Away, 20,207
students from 168 universities completed 3,471,344 hours of direct service through Alternative
Breaks. To prepare for these trips, 1,153,729 estimated hours of education, orientation, and
training occurred. Break Away reported trips connected with 2,544 community partners with the
top 10 focus areas being environment, homelessness, education, hunger, health, youth
development, disaster recovery, animal welfare, immigration and refugee, and community
organizing. Each trip had an average number of 10 participants and an average cost to the
student of $411 for domestic driving trips, $814 for domestic flying trips, and $1,801 for
international trips (Break Away, 2017). The majority of these trips are paid for by the individual
student, though team and individual fundraising activities are typically part of being involved in
an Alternative Break (Break Away, 2017).
Alternative Break Program Design as Accepted Practice
During the past twenty years, higher education has been exploring varying ways to
provide civic engagement programs and services for students. The goal of these programs is to
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build community-based experiences that enhance and inform students preparation with the goal
of developing life-long behaviors of civic engagement after graduation (Bringle et al., 2011;
Sandmann, Kiely, & Grenier, 2009). The role of the instructor is vitally important to the
outcomes of the program (Bringle et al., 2011). The instructor or staff advisor serves as the
university linchpin in the community-based experience connecting the student experience with
the community partner or non-profit to the university sponsored Alternative Break trip. Often, it
is also this individual’s role to select the trip destination and focus.
It is important to remember that all service-learning and thus Alternative Breaks, utilize
service as a cornerstone of this teaching and learning method. Selection of a service site is the
first step in the planning process and is often aided by Break Away’s site bank in addition to the
organization’s role in intentional trip/ program design. The site bank currently lists 647 partner
agencies that are willing and equipped to host a university’s Alternative Break program (Break
Away, 2018b).
The majority of the studies reviewed for this chapter reference Break Away and its Eight
Components of a Quality Alternative Break as a valuable tool for strong program design. This is
evidenced throughout Break Away’s twenty-five years of growth patterns and providing national
trainings for educators (S. R. Jones et al., 2012; Niehaus, 2017; Sumka et al., 2015). The eight
components are (a) Strong Direct Service or service projects that are hands-on and community
interaction is encouraged, (b) Full Engagement which allows students to live in line with
program and community values and is recommended to lessen liability, increase group cohesion
and personal safety, and control for any related issues with the community of immersion, (c)
Social Justice and Diversity calling on strong programs to not only build diverse Alternative
Break teams but also to engage in dialogue about privilege, oppression, and systems of power,
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(d) Education, signaling a need for programs to provide varied perspectives, facts, and opinions
related to the service or community of focus, (e) Orientation, which readies students to site or
community specific knowledge needed (f) Training ensures that participants have the necessary
skills to carry out the service projects in the community, (g) Reflection requires programs to set
aside time for retrospective activities to occur at both the group and individual level, and (h)
Reorientation, a practice of students transferring lessons learned from the trip to their own local
community or local organizations and participate in local advocacy, philanthropy, or direct
service (BreakAway, 2017).
Break Away asserts diversity and social justice, education, and reflection are three of the
Eight Components that can be used to intentionally create positive diversity interactions. Break
Away’s guiding principle comes in their dedication to creating Active Citizens, again defined as
individuals who prioritize the community in their life decisions and values. The Break Away
framework can be best depicted by their Active Citizen Continuum below which encompasses
the pre-trip, on-trip, and post-trip experiences of a student participant (Break Away, 2008).
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Figure 2. Active Citizen Continuum (Break Away, 2008)
Component Specific Research: Social Justice and Diversity, Education, and Reflection
Continuing to explore the framework created by Break Away, guiding the practices of
service-learning educators and programs throughout the nation, this section will provide details
related to specific trip components most relevant to this study. Strong direct service refers to the
need for students to engage in activities that are hands-on and meet a community need.
Interaction with community throughout the week is a key component to immersive service (S. R.
Jones et al., 2012; McElhaney, 1998; Porter, 2011; Waters & Anderson-Lain, 2014). While
service is a key component to the student’s experience, supporting curriculum and programming
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might be necessary to reaching larger Alternative Breaks goals. With the goal of helping
students understand diversity, social justice, and personal privilege as a result of engaging in
strong direct service and a connected course this study concentrated on three of the eight
components in the Break Away framework. Those components were social justice and diversity,
education, and reflection. Break Away connects education, orientation, and training into a
subcategory of pre-trip preparation and these combined components are referred to in this study
as simply education. Education serves as a means to ready students with an orientation to the
mission and vision of their community partners, an understanding of the community they will be
working with, information on the social issues being addressed through the service work, and
training for necessary skills to complete the work of the projects during the trip (Break Away,
2018a). Therefore, the following sections will provide a deeper explanation of the reflection,
diversity and social justice, and education components about othering and privilege.
Reflection in alternative breaks. Reflection has been identified in the research as
perhaps the most necessary of the eight components for learning to occur (Maher, 2003; Porter,
2011; Sanders, Van Oss, & McGeary, 2016; Zafran, 2009). Optimally, reflective activities
should occur before, during, and after the trip to synthesize the service, education, and
community interactive components on a personal and group level (Maher, 2003; Porter, 2011).
A study conducted at a public research university in Western North Carolina used case study
methods to explore student-learning outcomes related to the university’s Alternative Break
program. The goal of this research was to understand the future commitments of students to
civic activities. The research revealed that despite the limitations of a short-term Alternative
Break, students were more sensitive to social issues and more connected to community causes.
Reflection was identified as a contributing factor to this development because it allowed students
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to derive meaning from their experiences (Bowen, 2011). Furthermore, Rhoads and Neururer
(1998) identified processing of experiences and critical reflection as key elements of success for
student meaning making. Supporting their findings, Boyle-Baise and Langford (2004) found that
on-trip reflection is vital for social education to transpire.
To that end, Maher (2003) conducted a study designed to understand the effectiveness of
reflection tools in immersion-based service-learning trips. The tools explored were both
discussion prompts and writing prompts with a focus on student articulation of personal beliefs
as they related to the Alternative Break experience. Maher was initially interested in the
individual process of reflection but the interview process with student participants made it clear
that the group process of sharing was key to students’ meaning making of personal beliefs. This
study used grounded theory to develop a model called The Cognitive-Experiential Tri-Circle.
The model asserts depth of experience and depth of belief in the reflection process hold equal
value; depicted by three interlocking circles of equal proportion standing for self, experience,
and belief. That is, if an individual has a more in-depth experience, then the more in-depth their
beliefs will be about that experience. An individual who spends a great deal of time reflecting on
a belief will likely be more willing to seek out an in-depth experience. In relation to program
design and reflection, the more successful the service-learning experience the more tightly the
circles of belief and experience will be in relation to self. The study found that students could
articulate their beliefs, become more aware of those beliefs, and/or change their beliefs through
participation in an immersive service-learning trip (Maher, 2003).
Diversity and social justice in alternative breaks. Another one of Break Away’s
components is an emphasis on Social Justice and Diversity. Service-learning research related to
diversity, or the ability for a student to take part in a global world, has been studied in varying
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degrees. College students in the United States commonly come from homogenous home
environments and often college serves as the first time students interact with people different
from themselves. By merely creating a multicultural campus, diverse interactions are not a
surefire occurrence (Gurin et al., 2002). Alternative Breaks serve as a high impact practice with
many potential benefits to students, campuses, and communities, some of which include
understanding complex personal and community contexts through service (Sumka et al., 2015).
Institutions have added such outcomes as global citizenship, civic engagement, and intercultural
learning in their mission statements, general education programs, and curricular reform efforts,
therefore requiring college departments to intentionally meet these requirements (Bringle et al.,
2011).
Research specific to Alternative Breaks is emerging, especially when it comes to the
relationship of diversity and social justice to Alternative Break programs. Students who
participated in Alternative Break trips reported an increased tolerance for people different from
themselves, a greater awareness of social justice issues, seeing a connection between social
issues and a larger system, and a better understanding of racial differences (J. Johnson, 2016;
McElhaney, 1998; Rhoads & Neururer, 1998; Zafran, 2009). McElhaney (1998) found that
curricular-based service-learning programs enhanced broad diversity outcomes, while Zafran
(2009) concluded that the actual immersion portion of an Alternative Break created a more
powerful experience for students. Furthermore, Zafran (2009) indicated that pre-trip activities
create the context for student learning. Some studies have also provided findings that support the
need for supplementing week-long service trips with pre-trip activities, especially curriculum
related to social justice for this type of education to occur (Boyle-Baise & Langford, 2004;
McElhaney, 1998). Additionally, the immersive nature of Alternative Break trips encourages
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diversity and understanding of self since students are not able to disengage or escape from the
community, avoid diverse peer interactions, or retreat to a setting that is more comfortable for
them (Niehaus, 2016). Through her work with the National Survey of Alternative Breaks,
Niehaus (2017) found in follow up surveys that one year post a student’s Alternative Break
experience students reported a greater level of change in their diversity and social justice
orientations. They also generally felt that their AB experience had a great degree of influence on
these orientations.
Education through exploring privilege and othering. The education component
encourages an instructor to teach course curriculum to prepare students for their service trip.
Focused attention is needed on students’ experience related to understanding personal privilege
and othering in Alternative Break research. Education can take many forms, depending on the
destination and social issue of focus but Break Away notes that an overarching need for students
to understand their personal self in relation to the trip exists (Break Away, 2018a).
The existing body of service-learning research presents a limited view of diversity and
privilege with detailed focus on race when exploring how students relate self to the service trip.
The concept of othering is one form of understanding how students are relating to their service
trip. Othering can be defined simply as a perceived difference from self, where self is deemed
normative by the dominant society and often comes in language examples such as “us and them”
to describe a service experience (Seider & Hillman, 2011). One such study used Whiteness
Theory as a framework to examine service-learning and concepts of othering. Through a
qualitative design, students’ ability to articulate their learning of white privilege and through
personal reflection share their understanding of those who identify as white possess privilege due
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to the systematic institutionalization of bias towards being white was observed (Endres & Gould,
2009).
For this study, privilege was viewed through the lens of oppression, meaning those who
do not belong to the dominant social group in terms of race, gender, sexual orientation,
socioeconomic status, ability, age, educational attainment, or religious affiliation are at a
disadvantage (Black & Stone, 2005). Awareness of how privilege leads to oppression of the
community they are serving may lead service-learning students to feeling frustrated, angry,
disengaged and for the first time recognize that service does not always “feel good” (Green,
2001). Along this context, the students’ personal background can greatly affect their experience
in a service-learning context. Students from a privileged cultural and socioeconomic
background, who are unaccustomed with the community where they are immersed, may have
trouble gaining acceptance by the community being served and may see members of the
community as “other” than themselves (Black & Stone, 2005).
Conversely, those students participating in service-learning who often feel marginalized
on their college campuses, reflect that these experiences validate their upbringings and help them
find a sense of home, as they are sometimes familiar with the communities being served and
value helping those like themselves and giving back (Espino & Lee, 2011). As noted before,
college is often the first time that students interact with peers different than themselves. Servicelearning can take this experience a step further by allowing students to confront their own
privilege for the first time by challenging values, beliefs, and previous educational backgrounds
that contrast with their own frame of reference and allow for students to develop new
considerations about injustice.
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The educator’s role in this is vital through facilitating reflection and challenging students’
opinions and rhetoric. Especially those related to inequality, access, and othering language even
when the task of pinpointing and analyzing the understanding of power relations is one that can
create anger or hostility in students (Camacho, 2004; Espino & Lee, 2011; S. R. Jones et al.,
2012; Rhoads & Neururer, 1998; Seider & Hillman, 2011). Camacho (2004) found one key to
allowing for this learning to occur is to provide students a sustained, immersive experience in
which the “servers” and the “served” have as much interaction as possible. These interactions
are what Break Away refers to as strong direct service and as noted above serve as the first
component of the overall design of the program (BreakAway, 2017).
Alternative Break Student Outcomes
Extant studies focus on the student experience and suggest a variety of student learning
outcomes are achievable through participation in Alternative Breaks. A prominent theme found
in many studies, comprising a variety of research designs including case study,
phenomenological, and basic qualitative design, is a commitment to long-term service or civic
engagement (Bowen, 2011; Niehaus, 2012; Porter, 2011). Students’ feeling of connection to
serving their community surfaced in personal interviews, throughout reflective papers, journals,
blogs, and in open-ended questionnaires.
Group values are also framed by students through participation and by developing a sense
of social responsibility and a commitment to serving others (Buschlen, 2016; Buschlen &
Warner, 2014; McElhaney, 1998; Rhoads & Neururer, 1998). Students reported understanding
the importance of teamwork and developing friendships with others who were comparably
service minded (Barclay, 2010; Buschlen, 2016; Buschlen & Warner, 2014). In a similar vein, a
study by Plante, Lackey, and Hwang (2009) sought to understand the impact of Alternative
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Break programs and the development of compassion in college students. During this study, the
researcher administered over one hundred pre- and post-trip surveys to measure college students’
compassion and related constructs. Post trip responses showed an elevated level of empathy and
compassion for those in need.
Future behavior. Alternative Breaks influence students’ future intended behaviors in a
variety of distinct categories including career plans, study abroad, and advocacy or future
community service participation. Niehaus (2012, 2016, 2017; 2013; 2015) conducted several
studies exploring intended behavior of students participating in both domestic and international
trips and created The National Survey of Alternative Breaks (NSAB) in 2011. This survey
included data from more than 2,000 student respondents, representing 97 universities and over
450 different Alternative Break trips (Niehaus, 2012).
Using data from the 2011 NSAB data set, the first study examined the influence of
Alternative Breaks on career plans. This study found that 69% of students planned to continue in
their selected career field but planned to alter their path so they could concentrate on helping
others (Niehaus & Kurotsuchi Inkelas, 2015).
Continuing to explore the data set, intended behavior of student participants’ intention to
study or travel abroad was examined through multiple studies (Niehaus, 2016; Niehaus & Crain,
2013) seeking to understand the difference between domestic and international Alternative Break
experiences. In the Niehaus and Crain (2013) study, NSAB data was examined in the form of a
random stratified sample developed from a list provided by Break Away that included both nonmember and member schools. Overall, students taking part in Alternative Break trips reported a
higher likelihood of traveling or studying abroad; those traveling internationally reported a
significant desire to do so again. Niehaus and Crain (2013) found that students who participated
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in an international Alternative Break felt more engaged with the community, learned more from
the host site staff, had more frequent reflection activities, and more robust orientation and
reorientation programs.
Finally, the reorientation that occurs as a part of Break Away’s model after the trip can
take a variety of forms, from raising awareness to taking action on a local issue similar to that of
the community of immersion (Barclay, 2010). It is through the reorientation process that
students often continue to reflect on their experiences and make changes in their future behavior
including a reported higher likelihood to participate in other community service opportunities or
advocacy work (Bowen, 2011; Niehaus, 2012). Most studies involve students during or directly
after they participate in an Alternative Break, however, one study did use online surveys
administered to 147 Alternative Break alumni from graduation years of 1996-2013, with the
average graduation year of 2008, five years after participating in their respective Alternative
Break. These participants identified many short term benefits and outcomes listed above as
continuing to have an impact of their lives such as commitment to service in the future, change in
career goals, personal perspective, and positive intrinsic rewards (Z. D. Johnson & Martin,
2017).
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CHAPTER 3
Research Design and Methodology
This study utilized an interpretive qualitative research design and digital methods
appropriate to the blogsphere in which students’ reflections were created with the goal of
understanding the students experience and learning related to the phenomenon (Caliandro &
Gandini, 2017; Hine, 2005; Marshall & Rossman, 2011). Merriam and Tisdell (2016) asserted
that a qualitative researcher interested in understanding how individuals interpret their
experiences, construct their worlds, and what meaning they attribute to those experiences would
be best served using an interpretive qualitative study design. Additionally, an interpretive design
is appropriate when individuals are engaged or have been engaged in a specific activity and the
reality they create by interacting in the social world (Lapan, Quartaroli, & Riemer, 2012;
Marshall & Rossman, 2011; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Finally, an interpretive design was
selected as it is most appropriate when seeking to understand an individual’s lived experience
(Marshall & Rossman, 2011).
Virtual Method Interpretive Qualitative Study
As will be explained later in this chapter, students’ individual reflective blogs were the
primary data source. In order to create an emergent research design that utilizes the principles of
an interpretive design in a digital environment, some additional considerations were taken in
order to retrofit the design to a virtual method (traditional qualitative research design is
combined with the internet as a data source) or the research can select a digital method (such as a
virtual ethnography, which is only appropriate when all data and the culture of interest is solely
on the internet). As the experience of the students happened in a non-virtual setting and their
reflections were captured in a virtual environment, a virtual method was most appropriate
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(Caliandro & Gandini, 2017; Hine, 2005; Marshall & Rossman, 2011; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Therefore, a virtual method interpretive study qualitative research design was used, allowing for
an emergent design to unfold as the data were explored and analyzed (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Because the blogs contain text, graphic, or pictorial data, data analysis happened primarily of
text, but pictorial data was also explored and coded when used by the participant to highlight
their learning or understanding.
These parameters fit well with the goals of understanding how students made meaning of
their connected course and AB experience (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). The student
participants took a connected course that used the eight components, especially diversity and
social justice, education, and reflection with a goal of educating them on the social issues and the
concepts of personal privilege related to the root causes of their trip’s focus. The engagement of
students in informal diversity settings was analyzed for sensemaking through a retrospective
approach by analyzing individual blog posts students wrote throughout the semester (Merriam &
Tisdell, 2016). Each of these approaches is detailed in this chapter. Additionally, the context of
the study, selection of study participants, sampling procedures, research quality, and researcher
positionality are discussed. Analysis of blogs, students’ interpretations of their personal
experiences, construction of their world related to diversity, and the sensemaking they attributed
to their experience were the primary goals of this study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Weick, 1995).
The outlined methodology provided the framework to begin to understand the AB phenomenon.
Context of the Study
With an undergraduate and graduate enrollment of 15,081 students, Wichita State
University (WSU) is an urban-focused research university located in Wichita, Kansas. WSU
was founded in 1895 as Fairmount College, and espoused a motto promising local families the
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opportunity to “build character” for their students. The university underwent a transformation
beginning in 1926 through 1964, with the University of Wichita serving as a municipal city
campus for the local community. In 1964 Wichita State University was named to the Kansas
Board of Regents and in 2013 plans for the Innovation University were announced, bringing
WSU into the next era of growth in both enrollment and campus buildings (Wichita State
University, 2017). Founded in 1895, one of the current objectives of the university is applied
learning, with a goal of providing each graduating student with an applied learning experience by
2020 (Wichita State University, 2013). Service-learning is one form of applied learning and
Alternative Breaks are a form service-learning, thus the campus has a vested interest in these
types of programs.
Due to the uniqueness of this connected course design, the only feasible location for this
study was Wichita State University. This was vetted through Break Away’s professional staff
team, whom confirmed that as a team they did not know of another campus that was structured in
the same format with the same semester-long course focus as the Wichita State program.
In the next chapter, an in-depth description of the context of the study specific to the
Alternative Break program, connected service-learning course, and an overview of each of the
two trips (Santa Catalina Island and Washington D.C.) will be provided.
Participants/ Sampling Procedures
To be accepted into the AB program, students submitted an application with basic
demographic information and responded to three open-ended questions related to their personal
goals for participating in the AB experience. All students are eligible to apply, however trip are
limited in size based on the capacity of the community partner. For both of these trips, students
were able to preference their location selection as well. During the Spring 2018 program, all
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students that applied for the program were placed on a trip. Once accepted, students enrolled in
the connected course designed to complement their learning specific to the Alternative Spring
Break. The course was an interdisciplinary course offered through the university’s Honors
College and was open to both undergraduate and graduate students. Students represented a
diverse population including domestic and international students, gender, sexual orientation,
religious and political affiliations, race and ethnicity, class rank, socioeconomic class, and age.
For this semester, a unique attribute of the collective student participants was age; participants
ranged from 18-46 years old. Also, this group included four students, two on each trips, that had
participated in an Alternative Spring Break trip in the past.
In order to provide quality data analysis and make the study manageable, sampling was
utilized to narrow the participants whose blogs were analyzed. Patton (2015) provided a variety
of sampling strategies for narrowing participant selection that still allows for a representative
sample. Patton (2015) also posited that a researcher must follow four steps if qualitative research
is to be designed for alignment. These steps include (a) determine the inquiry purpose or
purpose of the study, (b) focus on the inquiry questions or research questions, (c) decide what
data to collect, which for this study are student blogs, and (d) select relevant cases in the form of
a purposeful sample.
I used two of Patton’s purposeful sampling strategies. The first was a criterion-based
selection and the second was comparison-focused sampling. For this study, the criteria included
being a WSU student who completed the connected service-learning course and participated in
an immersive weeklong Alternative Spring Break in 2018. This criterion allowed for a sample of
participants whose blogs were able to be mined for related information with a rich perspective, a
hallmark of qualitative research (Creswell, 2015; Patton, 2015). I also decided to narrow the
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sample to the blogs of the most recent participants in the connected course and Alternative
Spring Break course in order to increase the relevancy of the blogs in an ever-changing digital
environment (Caliandro & Gandini, 2017; Hine, 2005).
The comparison-focused strategy was used to further narrow the participants to include
only those who attended the alternative break in the spring of 2018. A connected-course,
designed with Break Away’s framework and a focus on understanding personal privilege, was
taught during that semester for two different trips as part of the Alternative Breaks 2018
program, with two different social justice focuses. For the first trip, students traveled to
Washington, D.C. and the trip’s title was Hunger and Homeless in an Urban Environment. For
the second trip, students traveled to Santa Catalina Island and the trip’s title was Understanding
Human Impact on Environment. By selecting these two trips in conjunction with their connected
courses, I was able to compare and contrast the similarities and differences revealed in their
blogs related to the phenomenon of interest. By using the criterion and comparison focused
techniques, I was able to reduce the participant pool from all program participants to the blogs of
the most recent 20 students. Therefore, the blogs of all 20 students identified through this
sampling procedure were included in this study. Of the 20 students, 5 were male and 15 were
female, 3 were international students, and 2 were non-traditional students. Students also
represented a diverse demographic related to religion, sexual orientation, and race including 2
students identifying on the LGBTQ spectrum, while the remaining students were assumed to
identify as heterosexual based on self-disclosure, 13 Caucasian students, 2 Muslim students, 1
Jewish student, 3 Latina students, 1 African American student, 2 Middle Eastern students, and 4
Asian American students. There were 6 male students and 14 female students. Many students
identified as Christian in their personal blogs. Students represented all four years of
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undergraduate class rank and also included two graduate students. Students also represented all
6 academic colleges at WSU.
Data Collection and Methods
Data collection methods are an important consideration in any qualitative research
study. The selection of these methods helps provide structure for the study and are integral to
gaining rich, thick, descriptive data. Alternative Break studies have used student reflections as a
primary data source because reflection is a key component to service-learning and provides a
personal record of an individual's experiences, emotions, and thoughts (Buschlen & Warner,
2014; S. R. Jones et al., 2012; Niehaus, 2012). Furthermore, document review allowed for
another information rich source of data to provide additional details related to the connected
course and service sites used for the AB portion of the experience. The following sections
outline the data collection methods selected for the study and provide a rationale for these
choices.
Personal Blogs
The emergence of web-based blogs has increased exponentially in the past two decades,
especially with the availability of free-web based personal platforms such as Wordpress,
Blogger, and LiveJournal (Caliandro & Gandini, 2017; Hine, 2005; Hookway, 2008; M. Jones &
Alony, 2008). Diaries are an established research strategy used in social sciences to understand
daily life, particularly as a way of understanding individuals as both observer and informant of
their environments (Hine, 2005). While some might categorize blogs as a form of document
review, due to the distinct characteristics of blogs, qualitative researchers leading the way in the
use of blogs as data source argue that blogs should be considered a source of data in their own
right (M. Jones & Alony, 2008). It is also important to understand a person’s schema of
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motivation for blogging. Jones and Alony (2008) provide seven varied schema: need for selfexpression, need for recognition, need for social contact, need for introspection, academic needs
for knowledge and interest, need for documentation, and need for artistic activity. Hine (2005)
emphasized the importance of knowing the internet behavior of the individuals and the design of
the virtual methods, thereby establishing a need to find and select the richest and most
appropriate data on the internet to collect. For this study, the blogs that each student created
throughout the semester met Hine’s criteria, as they were created to reflectively dialogue about
an individual’s experience and are in public domain, thus accessible via a virtual method of
content analysis via a personal blog (Hine, 2005).
The benefits of using blogs include the ability to collect sensitive data in a less intrusive
manner, the ability to capture retrospective experiences, and the accessibility of information rich
with raw material (Hine, 2005; Hookway, 2008; Toms & Duff, 2002). Blogs can take two
forms: unsolicited accounts of a person's daily life or solicited accounts of daily life, such as
researcher driven accounts (Hookway, 2008). The blogs of this study are a hybrid of these two
forms; they were not created for the researcher but were solicited or assigned by the course
instructor throughout the connected course in the Spring of 2018. The first blog was assigned
during the first week of the semester in January 2018 and the final blog was due in May 2018.
Students completed between 12-15 blogs depending on whether they chose to respond to extra
elective blog posts. The blogs were tracked by a course-teaching assistant in order to lessen the
amount of exposure I had with the content of each individual student blog prior to examining
them for this study. The blogs are evidence of how the students made sense of the AB
experience.
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Data collection from blogs can take many forms and requires a clearly identified plan of
action and sampling procedure if for no other reason than the sheer size of the blogosphere
(Hookway, 2008). The study logically narrowed the data sources in several ways. First, the
blogs relevant to this study were contained in a course-created Wordpress blog specific to the
Alternative Spring Break (i.e., “Hunger and Homeless in an Urban Setting” and “Human Impact
on Environment”). Second, all students who participated in the connected course and
Alternative Break created a blog as part of the reflection exercises required of the course. Third,
each course had a blog created specifically for that course and all blog posts were tagged by each
student through a tagging feature available in Wordpress. Because all blogs are currently in
public domain and accessible from the university’s website at
https://www.wichita.edu/student_life/servicelearning/alternativebreaks/blogs.php, it was
unnecessary to obtain informed consent from each student author.
Document Review
Course syllabi, websites, marketing materials, Break Away materials used in the course
(i.e. Considering Privilege Inventory, found as Appendix B), and lesson plans are all examples of
useful documents and artifacts that provided another layer of data to help understand the AB
semester long experience. By reviewing these documents I was able to gain a better
understanding of the context of this phenomenon especially as these documents were an
accessible source of data related to the AB experience (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Artifacts such
as these were a resource for understanding the larger environment for the overall AB connected
course and trip (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). These documents were used to inform blog data
by analyzing them through the constant comparison method, a technique explained in the next
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section. Additionally, these documents were not solely available in a digital environment, thus
the continued rationale for a retrofitted virtual method interpretive design.
Data Analysis and Interpretation
An ongoing process, data analysis began within the first moments of data collection, or in
the case of this study, with a review of the student blogs as the main source of data in the study
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). All data were collected, mined, and analyzed with the goal of
discussing the richest, in-depth data throughout the entire process (Marshall & Rossman, 2011;
Patton, 2015). This analytical process is known as the constant comparative method, which
involves continually considering the data in relation to itself with the goal of understanding
emergent categories and then themes (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). In the subsequent sections,
each data source is explained along with methods for management, organization, and storage.
Blogs
First, blogs for all students were copied and pasted from the Wordpress website for each
AB trip and were re-formatted into Microsoft Word documents to organize the data. Blogs were
coded by individual and date of post to establish the timeline of retrospection throughout the
semester. After this process was complete, the data were unitized. Unitization involves breaking
down the data into discrete segments with the purpose of classifying the data into similar
segments (Lapan et al., 2012; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). To aid with this process, all blog data
were entered into Quirkos, an online qualitative research tool, which utilized the digital world
through organizing the data via this platform (Quirkos, 2018). Quirkos was the main tool used to
organize the unitized data and allowed for a visual way to create themes. Data were coded or
assigned a tag with the goal of linking discrete segments into themes. The goal was to reduce the
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data into manageable themes that told the story of the Alternative Break participants in a
heuristic manner (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
A peer debriefer was used throughout the data analysis process. This individual works on
a different college campus with Alternative Breaks and has multiple years of experience creating
and leading immersive service trips. This practice of peer debriefing was conducted to ensure
the trustworthiness of the analysis against the raw blog data. This debrief allowed myself to be
iterative in my approach and continue to get feedback and as I was refining the data into broader
themes and concepts relevant to Alternative Break and service-learning practitioners.
Document Review
A systematic review of documents provided another key data source as a number of
documents were readily available to inform the study. I developed a list of documents relevant
to the study. These documents included the WSU program website, course syllabi, Break Away
worksheets, and marketing materials. All data gathered from this review were added to the
overall study data set and were used to help make sense of and sort the data into themes. The
document review was particularly helpful in framing the context of the study and allowed me to
go back and situate the blog data in relation to the course syllabus and on-trip agenda. It
provided an anchoring effect for the chronological order of the semester. Again, the constant
comparative method was utilized in building an information rich set of data relevant to the study
(Marshall & Rossman, 2011; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Patton, 2015). A list of documents and
protocols for each review was cataloged and archived on a password-protected online file
sharing site (Google Drive).
Overall data interpretation. Each method of data collection contributed to the overall
pool of data and informed the findings, conclusions, and implications. By constantly comparing
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the data throughout the process and employing the micro and macro theoretical frameworks,
emerging themes were created. After the themes were identified, the data were reviewed by a
peer debriefer via email and phone discussion which provided an additional check on the rigor of
the determined themes (Creswell, 2015; Patton, 2015). The theoretical frameworks selected for
this study helped immensely in this process. Data naturally were able to be sorted into areas of
sensemaking, especially identity construction and retrospection. Also, all three of the diversitylearning styles were helpful in organizing thoughts of the students. The goal of this process was
to address the overall research problem and the research questions and to understand if, what,
and how students were learning. The interpretation of the data yielded findings and conclusions
that will be discussed in the subsequent chapters. All blog and document data were stored in a
password-protected Google Drive sharing site that will be maintained for 5 years per WSU IRB
policy.
Research Quality
In order to ensure research quality, the methods used for this study followed established
qualitative practices appropriate for a virtual method interpretive qualitative study. The methods
selected to collect, analyze, interpret, and present that data are clearly outlined in ensure an
appropriate methodology was utilized (Creswell, 2015; Lapan et al., 2012; Merriam & Tisdell,
2016). In this section, I explain how Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) framework for trustworthiness
was applied to ensure high quality methods were utilized.
Credibility
The veracity of a study is established through using methods to ensure credibility. The
overall research design clearly outlined data collection, interpretation, and analysis
methods. Furthermore, in a later section, the positionality of the researcher is discussed and
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disclosed. As part of this design, research quality strategies such as triangulation, peer
debriefing, and IRB approval were employed. Triangulation requires the comparison of data
between multiple sources, thus for this study the comparison of two sets of blogs and documents
established a consistency of themes across multiple data sets (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). As
another means, a peer debriefer was employed to check the raw data against the established
themes. The peer debriefer is a higher education professional with a service-learning and
Alternative Breaks background, which was important as this person is familiar with student
reflections and Alternative Breaks (Creswell, 2015; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam & Tisdell,
2016).
Dependability and Confirmability
Dependability, or the consistency of the study, can be established by using data collection
analysis methods that are constant and reliable. It is important to provide ample detail about the
methods selected and employed in order to assure the reader of the dependability of the
study. Confirmability or the neutrality of the study can be enhanced using an audit trail. A log
of all Microsoft Word and Quirkos documents used for management of blogs, document review
protocols, and researcher notes was created in order to create an audit trail. I used the audit trail
in a process of constantly comparing the findings back to the raw data to ensure confirmability.
By establishing links between the raw data and the findings, the confirmation of the usefulness of
the data can be established (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Transferability
It is important that a study can contribute to others and provide information that might be
applicable to other settings, or heuristic to the field. This happens through establishing
transferability. By utilizing high quality, thick, information rich descriptions, the reader can
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decide how the study findings might be used for their own use. In the framework, it is important
to first establish credibility or truth and dependability or consistency. Once established, the
reader must decide how the data might be used to inform their Alternative Break program
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Credibility, dependability, confirmability, and transferability in qualitative research are
one way to safeguard findings and conclusions that are faithful and trustworthy to the study
participants and the Alternative Break phenomenon (Creswell, 2015; Lincoln & Guba, 1985;
Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Positionality and Reflexivity
As the primary instrument for data collection, it is important for me to disclose personal
positions that might affect the research study. Through reflection and the disclosure of personal
bias, the qualitative researcher is able to provide transparency for the reader which further
establishes the quality of the research (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). In this section I will articulate
my personal subjectivity and disclose personal and professional experiences relevant to the
research study.
Throughout the study, it was important for me to engage in an ongoing process of critical
personal reflection with the goal of presenting faithful and neutral findings. The first step in this
process is being upfront about experiences, personal values, and perspectives pertinent to the
phenomena of study. I strived to maintain a state of awareness throughout the study with the
goal of ensuring the rigor of the study (Creswell, 2015; Lapan et al., 2012; Marshall & Rossman,
2011). Furthermore, I maintained a reflexive journal throughout the study as a means of
formally participating in critical self-reflection and documenting my thoughts and sense making
throughout the data collection and analysis process.
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I serve as an instructor and program leader for the Alternative Break program at my
university. In this role as the primary sensegiver, I create the course curriculum utilizing the
Break Away components as an accepted practice for program design. I select the trip locations
and the social justice focus of the trip. I have served as an Alternative Break advisor for seven
years and as a Student Affairs professional for over a decade. As an undergraduate student, I
was highly involved in extracurricular activities and participated in many volunteer/ service
events (however, my alma mater did not offer AB trips at the time). I am currently the lead
service-learning professional at my institution and have professional interest in the findings of
this study. I think that service-learning and Alternative Breaks with proper design can be a
powerful teaching and learning practice for student leaders. However, I think it is imperative
that we know more about the learning that occurs in these programs. I have also received
training through Break Away at a national conference. Finally, I have a strong belief in the
power of communities and universities coming together for a common purpose.
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CHAPTER 4
WSU Alternative Breaks and Connected Course
In this chapter, my hope is to provide the reader an expanded overview of the semester
experience for an Alternative Break participant. Understanding the context of this study, I
believe will aid in the understanding of the findings, student learning, and the overall story of the
trips and course participants. This chapter will provide information on the foundations of the
Alternative Break program at WSU, an overview of the connected course including focuses of
diversity, privilege, education by cause, class activities, and learning outcomes and conclude
with a graphic, Figure 3, that provides the reader a chronological flow chart of a participant’s
semester experience. Documents used to inform this chapter included an analysis of the course
syllabus, lesson plans, PowerPoint presentations used in class, and the program’s website.
Foundations of the Alternative Break Program at WSU
Alternative Breaks were established at WSU in 2014 and is housed in the Student
Involvement department. At that time, WSU became a member of the Break Away organization
and utilizes the philosophies of Break Away to provide a framework for its spring, summer, and
winter break programs and to provide a framework for the connected course (Wichita State
University, 2018). Per the WSU Alternative Break website, the program’s mission is intended to
expose students to “complex social and cultural issues through community visits, experiential
learning, direct service, group discussion, common readings, and reflection activities” (Wichita
State University, 2018). In 2016, the connected course requirement was added to the program’s
design. This is a unique attribute of the WSU Alternative Break program and not common
amongst overall AB program design (Break Away, 2017).
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The Connected Course, Alternative Breaks: Service and Leadership
A course entitled Alternative Breaks: Service and Leadership was created through the
university Honors College as an Issues and Perspective course meeting general education
requirements. The purpose of the course was to help students gain a better understanding prior
to immersive service-learning via an AB experience. The connected course and coordinating
alternative break trip occur each spring semester. According to the course syllabus, the course
identified learning objectives in the areas of social responsibility and civic engagement,
leadership development, and values clarification. Provided in Appendix C, an abbreviated
course syllabus will provide the reader an understanding of basic course protocols and resources
for selection of course readings. The course met weekly for three hours and the travel or
immersion part of the trip happened over the university’s spring break in March. The course met
weekly on Tuesday evenings prior to and after the Alternative Spring Break trip.
At Wichita State University, the service-learning connected course is a requirement of
students participating in the Alternative Spring Break (ASB) 2018 program with a variety of
focuses including trip specific education on the cause. While a multitude of trip causes exist in
the practice of Alternative Breaks, some examples include hunger, homelessness, environment,
disaster recovery and rebuilding, immigration, animal welfare, access to education, and youth
development.
Course Overview
Additional foci follow the Break Away components discussed in the literature review,
specifically social justice and diversity (which for this course included examining dominant
narratives or personal narratives that might be uninformed, exploring privilege both on a
personal level and the impact of privilege on the trip’s cause focus), education (articles and in-
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class activities specifically related to the trip cause), and participating in both individual and
personal reflection (in class reflection discussions and the personal blogs). Overall, the
Alternative Break program in this study was designed to engage students in community-based
service-learning and help them gain knowledge and insights about a community social issue they
might not otherwise have an understanding or direct knowledge. Regardless of AB trip, all
students were enrolled in the same course and participated in many activities collectively. They
did divide into their respective trips for trip specific education related to the causes of
environment or hunger and homelessness. Students completed reading assignments, watched
documentaries, and participated in simulations specific to their trip’s focus. After the trip,
students shared about their experiences with one another through a trip specific reorientation
night in which each location shared with the other trip about their on-trip experiences. Students
shared their thoughts and experiences with the broader campus community by creating and
installing a photo exhibit in a campus art gallery and hosting a reception to discuss the trip and
course with interested friends, family, and campus faculty and staff. One area that both locations
shared and collectively participated in was diversity learning and personal privilege.
Diversity learning and personal privilege. One of the goals of the intentionally
designed connected course is to help students better assist the community in building capacity by
teaching students about privilege, diversity, and systemic social justice issues prior to the
immersive service-learning experience. An entire class meeting is dedicated to privilege and in
their blogs, many students reference some of the in-class activities that occur during that session.
This specific class session occurred during the fifth week of the semester. Two in-class
activities, a privilege inventory entitled “Considering Privilege,” referenced previously and
found in Appendix B and Common Ground, is a participatory activity that asks students to step
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to the center if a statement resonated with them. The Considering Privilege inventory contained
statements such as, “My parents completed high school,” or “I had a car before I was 18 years
old.” Perhaps deeper statements included “I studied history and culture of my ethnic ancestors in
elementary school,” or “I can easily find places to worship for my religion that are
geographically close to home.” The Common Ground activity, similar in concept, contained
statements read by the instructor such as “Claim Common Ground if you can walk to your car
late at night with no fear,” or “Claim Common Ground if I can hold hands with my partner
without negative attention.” Furthermore, students read a selection of articles about privilege,
social justice, and service and the connectedness of the topics in the root causes of many service
areas. These curriculum-based approaches are referred to as examples of Classroom Diversity
Learning within the theoretical framework for this program. Informal Interactional Diversity
Learning is what occurs on trip through the experiences of the students and Structural Learning
is peer-to-peer interaction learning.
Education or trip cause specific learning. The sensegiving differed for each trip
related to the trip cause focus. For the Catalina Island trip students explored conservation, access
to national and public parks, environmental stewardship, island specific issues experienced in
Catalina, and concepts of recycling and reduction of waste and the related policies and practices.
They learned about the history of Catalina and how greatly the film industry has impacted the
ecosystem of the island, which is more fully described in chapter 5. For the Washington D.C.
trip students focused on understanding systemic issues related to poverty, food insecurity, causes
of homelessness, examining dominant and unfamiliar narratives related to those expiring
homelessness or hunger. They delved into food deserts, gentrification, access to education and
free and reduced lunches, and basic city policy for Washington D.C. related to housing practices.
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Understanding travel-based service-learning. Both trips explored articles related to
service and travel-based service including topics of voluntourism, savior complex development,
and what it means to serve others or a cause. Specifically, students read articles and blog posts
provided from Break Away that explored what it means to spend your break in service of others.
These articles and concepts are referenced throughout the student blog posts.
Reflection practices throughout semester. Another Break Away component includes
the practice of reflection. The course asks students to reflect in a variety of manners throughout
the semester. The largest project is the semester long blog, which served as the primary data set
for this study. Students complete a total of 12-15 blogs, dependent on their choice of submitting
extra credit blogs. Each blog is worth an equal amount of points towards the student’s overall
grade. Additional reflection occurs through group discussion, a photo and caption reorientation
project that each student gets to select one photo from their trip, develop a caption, and display
this work as part of an installation in a campus art gallery in the student union. Reflection also
occurs on the trip and is peer facilitated each day in a variety of manners including visual, verbal,
and written activities. Reflection is a key component of service-learning and students are
expected to move beyond summarization and instead describe how they are feeling and thinking
about their experiences and learning. The entire semester requires reflection or retrospection on
the part of trip participants.
With the intent to provide the reader an overview of the Alternative Break process from
application through completion of the connected course, I have created the following graphic,
Figure 3 which provides a chronological overview of the entire Alternative Break process of that
an individual student goes through when participating in an Alternative Break at Wichita State
University.
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Figure 3. Semester Timeline for Alternative Spring Break Program
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During the spring 2018 academic semester, the Alternative Spring Break (ASB) program
at Wichita State University offered two ASB trips and a service-learning connected-course to
supplement the learning and development of students participating in this program. The first trip
entitled “Minimizing Human Impact on Environment” traveled to Santa Catalina Island,
California and worked with the Catalina Conservancy. The second group of students traveled to
Washington D.C. and worked with various community organizations through a partnership with
Youth Services Opportunities Project. Each trip will be described in greater detail in the
following two chapters of findings related to the two locations.
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CHAPTER 5
Catalina Island Trip: Human Impact on Environment
In this chapter, I discuss the findings for the Catalina Island trip gathered through
analysis of nine student blogs and a thorough review of documents and artifacts such as a course
syllabus, university website, community partner website, marketing materials, application,
selected course readings, worksheets, and post-trip infographics. Themes emerged during the
analysis process and those themes are used to guide the reader in this section, with the goal of
highlighting the students’ experience beginning during the first class meeting through to the
immersive travel portion and post-trip in-class experience. Themes include Sensegiving informs
sensemaking through course mission and purpose, understanding and examining the dominant
narratives, privilege in concept and as personal identity, and an expanded section of voices of the
participants. This section is divided into categories related to students’ goals, fears, hopes, team
bonding, comfort zone, community partners as co-educators, on-trip activity summary, future
behavior through intended enactment, and recycle, reduce, reuse or the future goals related to
environment.
In order to situate the findings into the context of the semester the previous chapter was
provided to explain the connected service-learning course. Specific to this trip, a more detailed
description of the trip is needed. Students traveled to Santa Catalina Island via flights and a ferry
to work with the Catalina Island Conservancy, a non-profit organization that was selected from
the Break Away site data base in the category of environmental work. During the trip, students
completed a variety of volunteer activities with the goal of helping the Conservancy with their
mission to reserve human impact on the island and preserve the environment and terrain for
future generations.
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Students stayed at the Laura Stein Volunteer Camp, owned and operated by the
Conservancy. The camp consisted of platform FEMA like tents with bunk cots, an outdoor
kitchen with BBQ grills, running water, and coolers, an outdoor shower and restroom, and
beautiful views of the coast line. Students worked in teams to prepare meals, took time
conscience showers, and were exposed to cold nights with high winds. Electricity was very
limited and wi-fi accessibility was only reached when students traveled back down into Avalon,
one of two towns on the island and the location of the ferry port that guests arrive and depart
from. Students did get to explore Avalon during free time and eat a couple of meals in local
restaurants, enjoy the beach, and browse through local shops.
The majority of their time, however, was spent in service projects supervised by
Conservancy volunteer coordinators. Most days started very early with breakfast and packing of
bag lunches to be consumed on a break during service. Students worked to remove invasive
plant species, build social trails, which are human made trails that are intended to keep visitors
on the path and not straying into untouched areas, by using tools that were unfamiliar to them
such as McLeod (a two-sided hoe used to build trails) or a Pulaski (an axe used to cut away
shrubs), and complete research for brochures and guides to educate visitors about the importance
of the island’s native plants and wildlife. Days were full of physical labor, hiking to locations
for service work, and educational demonstrations by Conservancy volunteers. Students also
participated in a Certified Naturalist Training during the early part of the week to continue to
understand the work they would be completing. Nights were spent at the camp site with board
games, reflective journaling, and conversation. Students often were in bed at sundown as there
was limited light and early mornings. Rain did provide some difficulties for planned service
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work and an entire day was spent doing research for the above-mentioned brochures. After 5
days of service work, students traveled back to Wichita via the ferry and airplane.
Sensegiving Informs Sensemaking Through Course Mission and Purpose
Students, throughout blog posts, spoke about how much the course, through its mission
and purpose, informed their entire experience. This development of an understanding of the
course influenced the sensemaking of the students and is an example of how sensegiving, in this
case through the course instructor explaining the goals of the course impacted the students’
learning. The chief Sensegiver, or the course instructors (in this case myself and a graduate
teaching assistant) selected the content to be included in the course through curriculum
development with the goal of enhancing learning related to the trip’s focus on human impact on
the environment, conservation, understanding service-based travel, privilege, and reflection.
Early in the course students recognized the need to prepare for a trip in which most of them had
little to no prior knowledge related to the service focus, environment. One student summed it up
best, “The research that I gain before flying out to California will assist me in absorbing more
information while on this journey. I am excited to see where this expedition will take me.”
Another shared, “Being a part of the class before embarking on this adventure helped me prepare
myself. I would not know about their ecosystem issues before arriving in Catalina without this
class.” Students also shared that the class prepared them for numerous general as well as
detailed aspects associated with the trip. They talked about what to expect, which ranged from
physical discomfort to tempered expectations about what they would be able to accomplish. For
example, one student commented on how “the articles that we read … prepared me for the
camping site… it was going to be cold at night and we were not going to have electricity. Closer
to leaving, I had an idea of what to expect.” One student exemplified this sentiment and wrote,
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“The class prepared me for this trip in terms of the knowledge it gave me. Going in, I had an
idea of what we would be dealing with.” Another student shared, “Before this trip even starts we
talk about what it means to go on a service trip and how it’s not going to save the world but, it
will teach us something.” The excitement about what they would encounter was evident, as the
same student continued, “I’m excited what else I will learn on the island about conservation and
service.” Many students reflected that the location, course subject, and service-based travel were
new concepts to them. They shared a collective sense of not knowing what to expect before
taking the course. This sensemaking occurred often times through intentional sensegiving which
was established through the selected course readings, documentaries, in-class simulations, and
discussion, per the course syllabus. Student blog postings during the time immediately before
the trip increased in the feelings of sensemaking related to understanding of the topics related to
the trip and through a feeling of readiness, they constructed their identities as volunteers
interested in environment by extracting cues related to conservation from the instructors and
course content to prepare themselves for the immersive portion of the course. For example, one
male student offered, “While the subject matter of the trip is quite apparent, the environment that
we’ll be entering is relatively new to some of us... I’m looking to push through and put forth my
very best effort to learn through this experience.” While the course mission and purpose of the
trip was instilled in the students prior to travel, the preparation could be witnessed through the
on-trip reflections students shared in their own words about how the course was “brought to life”
during their time on Catalina Island. Another part of the mission and purpose of the course
comes through education related to the trip’s cause and an understanding of the diversity and
social justice aspects of that cause. This comes through students examining dominant narratives
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and their own uninformed personal narratives, in an addition to building an understanding of
personal privilege and the impact of privilege related to service.
Understanding and Examining Dominant or Unknown Narratives
Another part of the course asks students to examine the narratives that exist related to the
trip’s focus. Articles were selected for homework reading and in-class group pre-reflection
discussions were held. During the trip, this concept was further explored through group
reflection activities and the students’ individual blogs.
Environment. Students began the topical learning related to environment, human
impact, and conservation during the first weeks of the semester as outlined on the course
syllabus. Articles were selected specific to Santa Catalina Island, environment and conservation
as a broader construct, and the collective impact of humans on environment. Furthermore,
students delved into articles related to whom should be responsible for the preservation of the
environment and had discussions related to this concept in class. Additionally, students explored
articles about access to environment, reading reports about who uses national parks (related to
race, age, gender) and what groups are not using the parks. During times of classroom diversity
learning related to environmental stewardship and access, students began to redefine what might
be plausible in terms of their personal relationship with environment, sharing that they had
“never thought of” or “had not considered to this level” many of the topics that the articles for
class were exploring. One student shared a shift in her perspective from just existing in the
world, “The role we play in this environment is the consumer. Humans are the biggest consumer
on this earth.” She explained that she had not thought before of the term “consumer” being
applied to environmental use. The notion of this being a new direction of thought continued
when another male student mused,
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The topic of our role in the environment is an interesting one because we seldom ever
stop to think about it. We’re all so caught up in our lives, with our work and school, that
we don’t take the time to observe what’s going on around us.
He continued with admitting to having “never even heard of Catalina Island before I signed up
for Alternative Spring Break,” he continued that he “wasn’t aware of the environmental
problems that the island was facing.” Prior to the trip most students consistently shared that they
had not been exposed to the issues, the location, or broad concepts of the trip’s focus.
During the trip, this examination of the narratives surrounding environment continued.
While the issues being discussed through the student blogs became much more site specific to
Catalina Island, the students continued to share the theme of unawareness, and how much “they
did not know” prior to the class and trip related to human impact on environment. Examples of
new narratives added to the students’ repertoire included things such as “overwhelming plant
growth either from native or nonnative reasons,” “trail maintenance” or “social trails,”
understanding the impact of “bison brought over for the movie making industry,” and
“conservation or naturalist training” to understand a local environment. Through their pre-trip
readings and their onsite training from the Conservancy, students learned that the history of the
island has had a major impact on the current state of the island. Catalina was used as a popular
location to film “wild west” movies for an extended period. The island’s close proximity to Los
Angeles, rocky, desert like terrain, and low population contributed to the selection of the island
for this purpose. With this practice, many non-native plants and animals were introduced to give
the feel of roaming buffalo, tumbleweeds, and open land. The bison, deer, and fox that were
introduced have remained and many have now been born on the island. The ecosystem has been
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disrupted and now the Conservancy is working hard to care for the animals while still working to
maintain untouched coastlines and build social trails to ensure the safety of visitors.
Another relevant theme that began to emerge related to the narratives of environment,
was the thought of an expanded understanding would lead to community driven change. This
was witnessed in students’ observations of the populace of Catalina who they perceived were
more aware of how to recycle, taking note of what “special trash cans” to use, how everyone
“recycles and practices basic conservation,” because “in Catalina it’s definitely about community
efforts.” The volunteers of Conservancy explained to the students that recycling and using
proper animal safe trash cans is a part of learning to live on the island in a more closed system.
With this informal interactional learning occurring, students began to make sense of their
experience by sharing bigger picture concepts related to service and environment. One student
summarized the theme when reflecting,
If only we had discovered ways to be more conscious of the long-term and perpetual
effects of our actions, community service wouldn’t have to be the “project.” However, in
the world, as it is, each person has the power to contribute to impacts much bigger than
meets the eye.
Another student reflected that prior to the trip and course,
We were separated from the conglomeration of the negative impact that’s been dealt to
the island, and for that moment, were one with nature. For that reason, it’s important that
we develop behaviors in respecting nature and the environment around us.
Echoing that sentiment, students began to acknowledge that their personal actions and decisions
have an impact. A student reflected on her morning routine sharing, “Daily some of us choose to
throw the trash on the ground from our morning granola bar or out the window.” she then
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continued “Some chose to skip the granola bar and get an orange so they can put the peel in their
compost pile.” In this story, the student highlights a shift in behaviors, a behavior that goes
beyond not littering but to thinking about what kind of waste individuals create.
Students also began to connect their Catalina Island education and actions with thoughts
toward future generations and their own personal community. For example, one student offered
“how people in Catalina Island do the changes they made for the good and the bad things that
happened there are a good example of what we can look for in our community.” Others began to
highlight issues with replication in their home community such as, “The things in Wichita
definitely work in different ways. When we recycle, we need to pay for it. I think that will
cause people to be less likely to participate.” Regardless of location (Catalina Island or Wichita),
students consistently shared their thoughts of how actions now will affect the future. This was
highlighted by one student, “Everything we do will influence our next generation, we need to
leave this world better than we came.” In summary, another student provided, “My knowledge
of the Catalina lifestyle is probably the most substantial bit I brought back with me. I discovered
how difficult, but awe-inspiring it is to create a society that is environmentally aware.” This
student described the Catalina Lifestyle as a way of being more environmentally focused in
personal decisions such as mandatory recycling on the island, composting, minimizing use of
plastics, and overall contributing to conservation. Another form of examining the dominative
narratives in the course related to exploring the concepts of privilege associated with the trip’s
issue focus.
Privilege: Concept and Personal Identity
Another component of the course mission and purpose was to expose students to the
concept of privilege in its many forms. For most students the concept of privilege, personal
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privilege, and access or environmental privilege were new to them. The course integrates
privilege related discussions and exercises into the pre-trip class meetings. Resources such as
the Considering Privilege inventory provided by Break Away (Appendix B) served as the basis
for self-reflection and discussion during the fifth week of the semester. Prior to this time,
students had read articles related to voluntourism, saving the world, critical pieces on why
service was necessary, and issue focused articles on environment. This foundation served as
intentional sensegiving to provide cues for students through the exploration of service and
privilege. Students participated in class discussion related to the inventory and participated in a
“challenge by choice” activity called Common Ground. This interactive activity allowed
students to learn from one another in a structured and classroom diversity manner, as the
instructor reads a statement and asks students to step to the middle of a circle (or claim “common
ground”) if that statement resonates with them. One student shared the impact of the activity
noting, “After the common ground activity, many were left speechless. We had to witness times
where some were left out, or times when many related to one another. It was definitely an eyeopener and brought much needed discussion.” Both activities, discussions, and the blog assigned
during that week, though not guided by a prompt; highlighted students’ process of making sense
and considering their identity construction as privileged persons through this lens.
Exposure to self-privilege: A new concept. Students generally expressed this was a
new concept to them or something they just “had not thought of” or that “it gave me a new
perspective of the process” of looking at larger categories of privileges. One student expressed,
“Privilege is one of those things you don’t know about until someone brings it to your attention,”
whereas another echoed, “Overall, privilege is like air, you can’t always see it, but it’s all around
you, you may not realize you have those privileges.” Furthermore, the importance of the course
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was highlighted by students after the trip, as one student commented in her final reflection on
developing self-awareness of privilege and the many forms that privilege can take,
One thing that I really enjoyed about this class was how we talked about questions that
are normally not brought up because they might make someone feel uncomfortable due to
the issues they bring up. Such as privilege and other personal things like how a person is
stereotyped, or struggles they face that you might not even think of. Coming into this
class, I would have never told someone that I was privileged because I honestly didn’t
think I was. Before this class, I really believed that if you were privileged it meant you
had support, both financially and emotionally, and had a really nice house and a really
nice car and that you didn’t have to work a job outside of school, I always thought that it
had a bad connotation with it. But in reality, I am privileged. I am so undeniably
privileged and I am not ashamed.
With this new awareness of the concept of privilege, students continued to reflect upon their
understanding, or what they deemed plausible about the complexities of privilege.
The class discussions and activities resonated with students, who continued to share their
personal reflections as it related to privilege and their identity. Another student provided their
insights on what it means to be privileged, “Privilege can be complex. While I was in school, I
received free lunches. I see that as a privilege… yet my best friend couldn’t qualify for free
lunches because her parents made just enough to be above the income qualification.” Echoing a
new understanding of privilege, another student noticed, “Growing up I did not realize how
privileged I am… my parents make enough for us to live comfortably debt free [in the] middle
class… as a college student, I am lucky that I will not end up with a bunch of debt when I
graduate.” A smaller number of students showed signs of enactment of privilege expressed, as
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illustrated by this student’s entry, “As privileged individuals, those of us that are able-bodied,
historically unoppressed, financially secure, etc. seldom stop to think that in our privilege
consists someone else’s struggle due to the lack of it.” Emulating those thoughts, another female
student shared, “Changing our society’s ideas about what gives you privilege is like trying to
take an eraser to a pen.” This student is sharing that, in her experience privilege is not a
universally understood concept and many do not see it as a contributing factor in why certain
individuals might have more access or benefits than another. Trying to change thinking about
privilege is hard and not very effective, as using the analogy of taking an eraser to a pen
illustrates.
Many students expressed that privilege was a “touchy topic to discuss,” and “an
interesting topic that is difficult to talk about.” The exercise of completing the Considering
Privilege inventory (Appendix B) provided an opportunity for retrospection and identity
construction for many. A female student observed, “While working my way down this list of
statements, my mind really got to going. Every line that I read, I just sat there and thinking about
it.” She continued processing, “This task helped me connect and empathize with others, who I
traditionally never realized how uncomfortable they may have been.” She shared, “My whole
life, I have been labeled as the rich, spoiled, white girl… but I have been in the workforce since I
was fifteen.” Others shared that the class activities were difficult and emotional, as one male
student shared, “Upon completion of the checklist, I noticed that some of the categories listed
were in relation to one’s specific culture, religion, or ethnic background, and those areas struck a
chord with me because it brought back memories from my past.” Upon this retrospective
moment the student elaborated, “It definitely emphasized that I wasn’t privileged when it came
to cultural/ religious status. However, in the areas that I showed privilege, such as my gender or
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able-status, it became obvious that some students may not have that privilege.” Through
personal reflection students continued that pattern of gaining new understanding of privilege in
some areas or acknowledging having or lacking privilege. Commonly a number of students
talked about English as their second language (but that also meant they spoke multiple
languages), parents migrating to the United States, and being an international student and the
restrictions that status can cause (but both situations were noted as “providing awareness” on a
global scale). In summary, one student offered, “Privilege has a bad connotation about it. I feel
that we should talk about privilege more because everyone is privileged in their own way. We
all go through things that help us to be where we are right now.” This quote highlights the desire
for the student to have a forum for these discussions in more frequent spaces and to have the
ability to learn about, recognize privilege, and claim personal privilege in helpful ways.
Students also expressed thoughts related to the trip’s focus on privilege. To illustrate,
one student shared, “I like that we can address the problem of privilege and oppression after we
focus our awareness of the problem and then be able to make changes after identifying the
problem,” in this case human impact of environment. For many students, this was an
opportunity to think about privilege and access to environment in a new or different way. The
next section explores the relationship of privilege and environment.
Privilege and environment. Students connected the concept of privilege to the trip’s
focus in varying degrees and manners. One student shared an observation in relation to the
United States, “We waste so many resources. We are one of the countries that hold the most
resources on this earth. I always know I am living in the environment that is very privileged…
we have access to Wi-Fi, clean water, food.” Another student felt that the group was working to
undo “consequences of multiple generations of neglect...or outdated cultural/ societal practices
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that cannot be solved in a week.” But later in his post he was more optimistic, “Yet it gives me
hope that if we are able to help create ripples, by educating not only ourselves by the
communities we visit, maybe in the future we can make tsunamis!” Another student felt that the
on trip experience changed her perspective of privilege, sharing “We traveled to Catalina to help
service their environment; so beginning our journey on some level, I thought we would have that
privilege ‘advantage.’” Catalina is often viewed as a very privileged community in many ways,
despite the need to deal with devastating environmental issues. She continued, “I found the
opposite to be true. I believe they have the privilege of being an environmentally aware
society… Here in Kansas, I have no clue what species are causing harm.” Her thoughts of
privilege shifted when she recognized the privilege of environmental awareness, or an informed
society. Most of the students’ observations in relation to privilege and the environment went to
the fact that they were traveling to a “beautiful island” during their spring break week. Another
narrative shared through class was often times the environments that were considered beautiful
or awe inspiring were seen as more important to preserve such as mountains, islands, beaches,
forests, etc.
Exploring voluntourism and savior complexes. The course specifically addressed
issues such as the savior complex, othering language, and voluntourism often associated with
travel-based service. They were attended to through selected course readings assigned during the
first few weeks of the semester. The course is designed to ask students to take a critical look at
the trip focus area, explore what is often not talked about in service, and prepare students for
entering a community other than their own. This was evidenced through the articles selected for
course inclusion, the learning objectives listed on the course syllabus, and program mission
statement listed on the university website. Reflecting in their blog during these class periods a
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student shared, “Before attending my very first Alternative Spring Break class session, the word
voluntourism was not in my vocabulary...nor is it now. Yet, at least now I am aware of the
concept.” The article entitled “We’re Not Going to Save the World Today” was referenced by
title with frequency across the student blogs. It and other articles were described as “eyeopening.” With this new awareness students discussed their thoughts and opinions on the
concepts throughout their blogs before, during, and after the trip.
Students grappled with their competing identities as both a volunteer but also as an
individual who had never been to Catalina Island before and thus had a desire to be a tourist and
explore as well. During the trip, one student’s comment captured the sentiment of others who
struggled with this dual identity, “The trip isn’t just about getting to see Catalina but more about
helping and self-growth,” and differing messages reflecting, “We will be working all day but we
get to become tourists in the evening,” as another student phrased it. However, tourist related
commentary did enter the students’ blog responses. One student expressed, “Hopefully we’ll
have a decent amount of time to explore and hike around the location.” Another shared, “Last
hope that I can think of would be that it looks as beautiful as the picture online!” Students
summarized their time spent in the island town of Avalon, sharing the “ice cream,” “beaches,
“souvenirs,” and “high prices” they experienced during their time on Catalina Island. Reflecting
on the local people, one student shared, “Let me tell you one thing, out of all the places I’ve
been, Avalon was one of the most friendliest places… everyone knew each other and their
community was really close together.” With the expressed sometimes conflicting roles of
tourist/ volunteer, the most common theme that emerged related to voluntourism was the
realization their short time spent working on the island would have limited impact. This was
summarized by a female student who wrote, “Our brief time in Catalina is not a viable period to
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create a lasting impact. We will be donating a limited about of time to a continuous project that
others before us began and others after us will continue to work on.” Continuing along that
theme, another student wrote,
It takes more than just a willingness to help to really soak in the essence of community
service. I cannot ethically serve a community with a ‘savior complex’ and I can also not
go in expecting any actions to create drastic changes in short periods of time.
Students continued the process of sensemaking by applying classroom diversity learning not just
as described above related to voluntourism and the concept of developing a savior complex but
also to instances of “us and them” language and learning. One student described a retrospective
moment when thinking about her reaction to a staff member of the community partner for this
trip,
Our leader for the day was introduced to us as Tom. I was quick to judge his attire (very
cowboyish with the hat and boots too!!) and was surprised when he did not deliver a thick
accent. I knew right at that moment that one of my learnings yet again was to refrain
from using too many assumptions when meeting new people and visiting new places.
While the students consistently saw themselves as “outsiders” from the “locals,” often times this
was the result of not knowing about the specifics of a service-related task, such as trail building
or invasive species. This was highlighted in one student’s observation about the community
partner, “They’ve already been doing everything they can do to help in their area [conservation],
while we’re the ones who will be actively learning through volunteering.” The student shared
the importance of having “humility and respect” to ensure “remain [ing] as equals to work to
help their communities out.” Many students shared that as a result of being about to travel,
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serve, and learn they were able to learn about the trip’s focus and the concepts related to
privilege, voluntourism, savior complex, and othering but also about themselves.
Voices of Participants
Throughout their blogs students provided their thoughts, commentary, reflections, and
observations on the course and the service trip. The semester's first blog post was due after the
first week of class in January and the final post was due the last week of class in May per the
course syllabus. In each of these posts a variety of topics, hopes, fears, goals, moments of
questions, clarifying experiences, conversations, summarizations, and reactions were
documented.
Goals, Fears, Hopes
During the first part of the semester students shared their hopes, fears, and goals in a blog
post they authored as their second post for the semester. The post was intended for the students
to express their current feelings and thoughts related to the pre-trip education and the upcoming
immersive service experience.
Goals for the trip varied from student to student, however commonalities included
“working hard,” or “helping as much as we can.” Trip participants really talked about the
importance of the service work. Next, many reflected on the desire to learn about the
environment, Catalina, conservation, and how to make positive changes after the trip. One
student shared, “I do not want this trip to simply be a trip to the west coast doing some work. I
want to learn from it. I hope that this trip will teach more about service, like the class has
already, through the daily reflections of our task that day.” Another theme goal was related to
the concept of bringing knowledge back, changing life habits, or bringing awareness to issues.
In his blog, a male student wrote, “The first step in my new road to helping - make a positive
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impact in my city. I hope that my work can help to inspire others to do the same!” With these
goals in mind, students discussed their fears and hopes as well.
Students noted many more hopes than fears for the trip, however the most common fears
were related to travel (i.e. flying, riding a ferry, using public transit, traveling without parents for
the first time). Some noted fears of injury in a terrain that was unfamiliar to them, and finally,
the fear of “not being able to help enough” both metaphorically and physically due to the
expected labor of trail maintenance and removal of invasive species.
Students reported hopes for becoming “a more environmentally aware person,” or
sharing, “When it comes to the bigger picture of the ecosystems and the like, I’m not too aware
of that so I’m hoping to learn about that on our future trip!” Another theme related to hope
spoke to the importance of their peers and the team aspect of the learning. One student
expressed, “I have many hopes for this trip, but the highest is to build relationships and create a
memorable trip.” Another student echoed, “Another thing I’m hoping for is a positive dynamic
of our group relationships and interactions.” This hope for team was expressed by a different
student who added, “I would hope that my team and I all get along together during the trip and
have fun while we volunteer.” This hope for team bonding morphed into an experience that
students commented on during the trip. While the importance of working together and getting to
know one another was a goal of the course with specific attention given in class activities, direct
or traditional team building practices were not a part of the course, thus this desire for team
emerged organically with this group of students and will be discussed in the next section.
Team Bonding/ Creating a Family
“Being with people all day every day for a week, you get to learn a lot about each other.
You also bond and become a family.” This student’s blog post exemplified the overall sentiment
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of those who participated in the Catalina Island trip. Each student reported feelings of team,
family, bonding, or forging new friendships. One student shared, “I couldn’t ask for a better
group of people and I’m so happy I had the privilege to be there with them. It would have been
very difficult to get motivated and finish my goals if it weren’t for them.” Students shared that at
times the service work, the conditions (cold, sleeping in tents, cold showers), hiking, were
difficult but, as one student put it, they “were fortunate enough to have a great team that helped
me when I needed them.” Students also expressed that they connected with a group of peers that
they might not have met without this setting. This largely is a result of intentional course design
where the course is open to all majors and carries the ability for students to count the course as a
general education requirement. That point was illustrated through this student’s reflection, “For
this trip I have got to meet some amazing people that I probably wouldn’t have met had I not
done the ASB trip because I am not involved on campus, and most of us don’t share the same
undergraduate program!” One student summarized the importance of the team to his experience
when he wrote, “The trip was an experience that I’ll never forget. I feel like I’ve developed as a
result of it, through improving my ability to work in a team and changing my habits more
towards making a positive impact on the environment.” Another contributing aspect to the
bonding dealt with the fact that the group was in isolation at their campsite. They were isolated
from other people as well as isolated from modern life and lacking amenities such as electricity,
cell service, or Internet access. “Having no electricity or cell service is freeing,” commented one
student. This concept of unplugging or being “out of cell phone service,” or “the peace and
calmness that I felt on the island… feeling of being free,” was noted by students as an
opportunity to get away from “it all” and connect with the island and their peers. Through the
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team bonding reflections many students shared that the entire experience was something new to
them, or something out of their comfort zone.
Comfort Zone
Students shared that the trip and the semester course were an opportunity for them to do
something they had not before done. Put simply, it was a chance to get outside of their comfort
zone. For example, one student wrote, “This trip is not something I would normally do, so
getting this experience, friendships, and knowledge has opened my eyes to a whole new world of
things I can do here in Wichita.” Another student added, “My first day on the Catalina Island
was like nothing I have ever saw before.” Students talked about how the experience was
“challenging for me” and “I guess I was living under a rock, but I’ve been living in Kansas my
whole life without much opportunity to travel.” Some students shared that sleeping in tents,
taking a shower outside, hiking long distances, and being in proximity with wildlife were areas
outside of their comfort zone or “scary” to them. But as a student noted, the “experience was
actually not too bad and something that wasn’t as scary as I thought.” With this awareness of
being outside of a comfortable or family environment many students reflected on their identity as
a volunteer, sharing, “I think being a volunteer is a very crucial thing for someone to grow.
Everyone needs to experience being a volunteer at least a few times in their life.” This positive
attitude toward volunteering was highlighted about the powerful thoughts shared about working
with their trip’s community partner.
Community Partners as Co-Educators
Two of the components of Break Away are Orientation and Training. For the Catalina
trip these two components were especially highlighted by students through their blogs. First,
students noticed how passionate and knowledgeable the staff and long-term volunteers of the
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community partner were. Students posts ranged from how the Wichita State crew was initially
greeted at the airport by Conservancy staff “holding a Wichita State sign in the air waving it
around,” to how they could “make the impossible seem possible” through their patient
explanation of their organization’s work. In one blog, a student wrote, “It was refreshing to meet
such great personalities. It was apparent that they were highly passionate about the trail work
they were doing.” Students also noted that one of the first tasks during the first morning of their
stay on Santa Catalina Island was participating in a “Catalina Island Level One Naturalist”
training. Students wrote about facts they learned about the island’s history, its ecosystem and
environmental history, terms for tools used in trail maintenance, endemic species, how to
properly build formal trails versus social trails, or those trails caused by humans going off path
and causing harm to the ecosystem. Additionally, students wrote about the Conservancy and its
work on the island and how dependent the organization is on volunteers. The staff and long-term
volunteers were mentioned by first names, often becoming part of the team and the story.
On-Trip Activity Summary: Do, Apply, Reflect
During the trip many of the students’ blogs became a summary of the day’s activities.
Students spoke about waking up early, the view from the ferry, the view from camp, hiking,
exploring the island, meeting the community partners and local community members, learning
through training and orientations, and their daily service activities. Students even highlighted
what games were played around the campfire at night, what meals they made as a team, their
experiences with the bison and baby foxes, and what they were learning related to skills in
conservation work. They described the weather, the ocean, the cold nights, and physical
exhaustion. They talked about the travel to and from the island. The research done in the
Conservancy library on a particularly rainy day was commented on extensively, highlighting
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facts learned while creating materials to be shared with future tourists. Overall, each day’s
activities were summarized, and students spoke about applying what they had learned in class
through doing service work and reflecting on the larger impact and meaning, especially with how
that would impact their lives upon their return to Wichita.
Future Behavior through Intended Enactment
One of the concepts of sensemaking involves enactment or performing an action based on
the sense that one has made in a given situation. Students spoke about their intended enactment
of future behaviors or changes in behavior based on their experience in Catalina. “I believe that
we all took some from our time in Catalina, and we are currently applying it to our community
here in Wichita,” wrote one student upon his return from California. This feeling of bringing
back lessons and practices to the students’ home college community was a common theme
throughout both on trip and post trip blog posts. Some of the intended future behaviors included
gaining an understanding of what they might do in their home community. One student shared,
“Working in such a beautiful area, who wouldn’t want to conserve it for future generations.
Thinking back to the trails in Wichita, those trails are equally as beautiful, they are just in a
different ecosystem.” This student continued her thoughts, “It’s just as important to take care of
those trails for walkers and runners to be safe.” Another student also shared a desire to increase
their knowledge about volunteer options in Wichita, “After returning home from Catalina, I seek
to acquire a better fundamental relationship with my Wichita community. I hope to encourage
others to volunteer for opportunities outside of their comfort zone.” Furthermore, a student
shared during an on-trip bog how the experience heightened their awareness,
This service day let me be more aware of my surroundings in Catalina and back home in
Kansas, because now when I go on hikes, I see the stuff that needs work. It was really
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cool learning about this stuff because I had never been exposed to it, and it will be
something that I carry around for the rest of my life and it made me love the outdoors so
much more.
Whether it was a desire to share their experience and learning with others, continue to learn
about the topics of conservation or human impact on environment, or apply their new knowledge
through volunteering in their home community students consistently reflected on their goals for
enactment of future behaviors. One of the biggest personal goals came in the form of recycling
or reducing use.
Recycle, Reduce, Reuse
After exposure to a community with a perceived higher value placed on recycling and
composting, many students commented on their goals to increase awareness related to recycling
or to change their personal recycling habits. One student shared, “I want to do better at recycling
and possibly try composting. I have done pretty well with recycling while at school and not
using plastic straws.” Many students shared the goal of refraining from using plastic straws or
trying to “use 1 napkin at every meal to reduce paper waste,” or things like remembering
“reusable bags at the supermarket,” or continuing “water conservation” practices they learned on
the island when showering, or “turning off all lights that don’t need to be on.” Each of these
steps were goals the students either committed to doing or stated they had already introduced
into their post-trip routines. With these good intentions however, some students also noted some
struggles with attempting to apply what they learned at Catalina Island to a less environmentally
conscious Wichita community. A student provided an example of this,
I have noticed that I am more aware of litter and making sure that recyclables and trash
get placed in the bins they belong. All good habits we picked up in Catalina are harder to
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accomplish here though. On the island, everyone was doing their part to maintain the
beauty of the nature around them; here, it seems everyone is just doing what's most
convenient for them. It’s much easier to pick up a few pieces off the trails, than pick up
trash thrown on campus, while ten other students are too wrapped up in their own lives to
put their garbage in the waste buckets.
Echoing some of the frustrations of others, one student, who also works on campus, offered his
plan to “recycle his co-worker’s items and obnoxiously do it in front of them so that they know
I’m serious about recycling.” Beyond reducing and recycling, many students shared how they
could apply the lessons of the semester’s experience to their future through leadership, their
major, career choices, and buying habits.
Leadership Lessons and Next Steps
In the later blogs of the semester, students shared their lessons learned on leadership and
how this experience might assist them in their next steps academically or personally. “Overall
this semester has been a big learning experience,” one student wrote in her final blog of the
semester. She then shared the trip’s larger connection to her academic major, “Being a biology
major, this trip helped me realize my purpose. I was overwhelmed with gratitude from meeting
the conservation workers and volunteers.” Later in the same paragraph she shared the
importance of the travel component of the course, writing, “Being from Kansas, getting out to
see climates and ecosystem issues that I’ve learned in class and now with my own eyes is what I
needed.” Many students were able to connect the course, the ethos of volunteering or service,
and concepts of servant leadership to their future endeavors. Students shared that the learning
would help them academically in the future. One student shared the experience would help in
his future “ecology courses next fall.” Another student noted, “As a student in Economics, it is
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my future goal to work on short-lived projects that add to a bigger picture.” She went on to
explain that connecting the semester and weeklong service in ways that allowed her to prepare
by participating in a “team dynamic like this, where leadership positions are not defined per se
and everyone contributes equally to a bigger picture,” modeled the kind of work she expects to
do with her economics degree. Students also made connections to other parts of their academic
pursuits.
Another leadership lesson and next step involved the process of application to
participants’ life in general or the development of a civic duty toward environment. Students felt
they could, as one shared, “apply this learning to my life… I am more aware about how human
activities influence the environment change around where we live.” They felt a desire to “do
better” in terms of the environment and a need to “help others when I can and strive to go as
much as I can.” They spoke of understanding practices of what “companies we purchase from”
and the need to understand environmental practices and corporate giving policies. A common
goal of being a leader and the “most important part, we have to spread the word,” was a
necessary next step. Another student shared, “I will continue to be a doer, recognizing that my
time is also a valuable resource to volunteer organizations.” One student summarized the
process of making sense “after the whole experience,”
To me, the learning aspect of service-learning is retrospective. The work you do in the
time that you volunteer doesn’t always seem to have a large impact until you take the
time to step away and reflect on your work. We set out to learn and act in service about
the Human Impact on the Environment and it is hard to put into perspective the 74.98
square mile island in a classroom or even at the sites we worked in. It’s only when we
took a step back to admire the work we had done that we gained intrinsic satisfaction.
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This quote highlights the importance that the student placed on the reflective process, the impact
that the service work and location had on her personal understanding of human impact on the
environment, and the overall feeling of the experience being one that was satisfying to her on a
personal level. These life-lessons were ones that many students attributed to participating in the
course, the trip itself, and the reflective nature of the blogs. The students intended future
behavior, the sensemaking that occurred through retrospection was also described in relation to
identity construction. Students felt that they were more aware and thus could change their
behavior or develop new behaviors informed by becoming more environmentally aware.
Course and Trip Impact on Students’ Perception of Self Growth
“After returning home, I feel that I have changed,” expressed a student in a post trip blog.
Students articulated a better understanding of self, feelings of growing and becoming a better
person, a deeper understanding of human impact on environment, and the importance of their
peers and the course to their overall sensemaking.
Understanding of Self: Growth and Development
Newly constructed identities related to a better understanding of self in relation to
environment and personal privilege were often attributed to the connected service-learning
course. “Besides the overall lesson the trip, I may have learned more about myself through this
trip,” one student shared. He continued reflecting on how the trip contributed to his personal
development and perhaps finally finding himself,
Introspective thoughts are usually ambiguous to me because I don’t seem to have set
ideals or values yet. I’m 20 years old and I feel like I should have a general idea of who I
am, but I really don’t. I live day to day, going along with the flow of life and where it's
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taking me, and I rarely ever think about myself in the process. Upon returning from this
trip though, I felt a change within me.
He continued, “I can say for certain that while on the trip with everyone else, I was just being
myself to the core. I wasn't changing any part of my personality to fit in or being someone I
wasn’t.” This level of self-awareness and change in identity construction was a common theme
among the students. Another student simply shared, “I’ve learned so much about myself that I
didn’t know.” Students articulated feelings of increased self-knowledge frequently. Yet another
student shared,
I came into this class with the mindset that I would just keep to myself. I think for like
the first two weeks of class, I didn’t really talk much, and now I can moo like a cow or
oink like a pig in front of all my classmates to let my teachers and peers know I am
present. This trip and class really helped me come out of my shell in more ways than
one, and that is one thing that I never expected to happen.
Students built a level of rapport with one another and reflected on their growth and change in
multiple ways. Another student reflected, “overall, I have to say that I have an increased sense
of value, esteem, and self-worth due to the trip and the interactions that I’ve had with everyone.”
This quote is further evidenced by his peer who wrote, “Unfortunately, the semester is coming to
a close and along with it is this class… My trip to Catalina was a trip full of experiences and eyeopening opportunities that I firmly believe have shaped me into a much better individual.”
Moving toward understanding why his peers might have been so important to his personal
growth and development, another student offered,
I didn’t expect that, but I guess the fact that we all had an interest in doing this for our
spring break already spoke for itself. Regardless, the experience I had gave me a
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renewed faith in humanity and motivated me to continue on my path to help others. As
weird as it sounds, I felt more comfortable in my own skin as a result of this trip.
Along with self-learning students discussed their increased understanding of the trip focus
related to environment.
Understanding of Topic: Environment
Topical knowledge was shared in variety of ways ranging from a deeper understanding of
the issues to a feeling of being overwhelmed and not being able to absorb everything. One
student shared, “This semester has flown by at the speed of light. It’s hard to believe that sixteen
weeks ago, I knew nothing of Catalina Island. I only knew one classmate. I had no idea what a
McLeod was. I had never traveled by ferry.” She continued to share her post trip feelings,
“Now, I am confident that if someone asked me to build a trail…no problem! I have been on not
one, but TWO ferry boat rides. Not only do I know Catalina, but I have made a lasting imprint
on their ecosystem.” On the other hand, expressing his feelings of being overwhelmed, another
student shared, “I am still learning. I put myself under so much pressure to know everything
right now that sometimes it makes me uncomfortable to be challenged…but there’s too much for
me to absorb, there’s too much for me to comprehend.” Later in the same blog the student
continued, “I regret nothing from this experience. The students, the staff, and the trip have each
taught me new things and I hope to continue to learn and volunteer my time as a tourist every
year.” He added, “The world is too small for us to ignore the systematic issues we face. To
defeat systems we, the system, must all work to change it.” This feeling of purpose and a focus
toward advocacy was a common next step discussed by student participants as they developed
their understanding of the topic of environmental stewardship.
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Social and Ongoing: Peers and Course
Students held the perception that their peers were vitally important to their course
experience and to the learning that occurred for them throughout the course. In her final blog
one student shared, “The entire semester was really great. The Alternative Spring Break
program gave me something to look forward to, while over spring break.” Reflecting on his
past spring breaks, the student observed, “It was a new and somewhat frightening idea for me…
since I have only ever laid on my couch for past spring breaks. Not only did I meet incredible
people, but I also learned a TON in the course.” Another student wrote in his final blog, “I’m
proud of everyone for making it through and giving it our all. This course has been a great
highlight of my college career thus far and will definitely be a memory that I’ll recall for years to
come.” Echoing these thoughts and articulating the importance of her peers to her experience
another student reminisced,
Well, it’s officially near the end of the semester. I can honestly say that I am saddened
for the first time since I have been in school. This semester and this class alone have
been such a great experience for me mentally, emotionally, and physically. I couldn’t
have asked for a better class to be a part of and I want all of you to know that you are
truly beautiful human beings and never forget that.
Students time and again intertwined the importance of their learning to structural elements
(peers), informal interaction learning (experience), and classroom learning (course work and
activities). One student shared, “if I were to give advice to my January self, I would tell him to
be open-minded and receptive to new ideas and lifestyles. Don’t be nervous and don’t be shy!
Have fun and learn in the process. It’s going to be a positive, life-changing experience.” One of
his peers strengthens this importance writing,
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Being part of a class before embarking on this adventure helped me prepare myself. I
would not know about their ecosystem issues before arriving in Catalina without this
class. Getting to know all my classmates before leaving also helped me be more
comfortable and build teamwork.
Each student shared their own personal journey through the blog posts for the semester,
highlighting the growth, development, sensemaking, and exploration of topics and experiences.
In the next chapter, the second trip to Washington D.C. focused on those experiencing hunger
and homelessness will be discussed.
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CHAPTER 6
Exploring Hunger and Homelessness in an Urban Setting
The second trip offering with the connected course focused on understanding root causes
of hunger and homelessness in Washington D.C., while also understanding similar issues in the
Wichita community. Blogs from eleven students served as the main source of data for this
chapter and were supplemented with a review documents including the course syllabus, readings,
and activities, community partner websites, university website and marketing materials, and post
trip info-graphics available on the university website. Through the review and analysis of the
data themes emerged and are presented in the below sections to showcase the thoughts, feelings,
reflections, and sensemaking that students shared and observed through their semester
experience. The chapter is presented in two main sections. The first section presents students’
sense made through the course and their trip experiences. The second section contains the voices
of participants that are more of their internal thoughts and retrospections. While both sections
contain the voices of participants through their personal blog posts, the two sections are distinct
in that the first section has stronger curricular or connected course ties and the second section is
more closely tied to the on-trip or immersive experience. While it is impossible to pull the
course apart from the immersion experience without telling the story of the entire semester
experience, it is my hope that his distinction can help organize the findings in an approachable
way.
In order to provide a context for the findings related to the Washington D.C. trip, a
description of the week of service will be helpful to situate the findings in a manner that is easier
to understand the story of the participants. Students flew from Wichita to Washington D.C. on
the Sunday of the week of the university’s spring break. During their first day, they got settled
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into their housing and had time to explore the city. Students stayed in an old gymnasium in an
old part of a church which houses the Youth Service Opportunities Project (YSOP) office, Street
Sense (a newspaper written, edited, and sold by people experiencing or whom have experienced
homelessness), and an additional non-profit that provides career help for the homeless population
during the day when shelters are closed. It is important to understand the housing situation, as
the proximity of all three entities contributed to the interactions students had coming in and out
of the space. They also read Street Sense as part of the pre-trip education in the course.
For the service portion of the week, the students were divided into smaller groups of
seven (based on the capacity of community partners) and each day served at a different location
with the goal of gaining a robust understanding of the complex network of agencies working to
help combat hunger and homelessness in the DC metro area. This is part of the YSOP designed
program. YSOP also provides group reflection space, a guest speaker, and each Tuesday
evening serves a community dinner open to all that they and the students helped prepare.
Service sites ranged from large food distribution warehouses, to meal prep kitchens, to home
furnishing distribution centers, senior centers, and local public schools. YSOP also provides
directions and metro cards for students to navigate the public transit system and those directions
utilize buses whenever possible as they carry a less expensive fee per ride. Each service day
required students to leave between 7 and 8 a.m. and ended around 4 p.m., other than Tuesday
evening for the community dinner. During non-service time, students could stay in groups and
explore the city. Students visited museums, monuments, and generally walked around the city
getting to see the sights and sounds. Meals were simple, students ate basic cereal, granola bars,
and fruit for breakfast. They packed a lunch to take with them each day for a break during
service. In the evenings, they were given $10 to try local restaurants or food trucks and were
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encouraged to try different types of ethnic cuisines and consider what they were able to purchase
for the allotted amount of money.
The government did shutdown due to a snow storm on Wednesday of the trip and this
event was greatly discussed in the student blogs as they made meaning of what a shutdown
meant for the city. Also, the heater went out during the week in the housing location. Finally, it
is important to mention that the location of the church is about three blocks from the White
House, students were centrally located in downtown and able to walk to many places.
Sensegiving Informs Sensemaking Through Course Mission and Purpose
Prior to the trip, students participated in a course to complement and prepare for this
service-learning experience. This course was discussed in Chapter 4, but a brief review will be
provided below to highlight the course mission and purpose. Throughout the semester’s blog
posts students articulated their sensemaking process and development of understanding related to
the mission and purpose of the course goals. The goal to expose students to complex social
issues and experiential immersive travel is outlined on the university website. With this purpose
in mind students met weekly to prepare for the trip and to reflect on their experiences before,
during, and after the trip until end of the spring semester. Students read selected articles,
participated in class activities and discussions, wrote reflective blog posts, and learned through
experiential service-learning during their time in Washington D.C. about the issues people face
when experiencing hunger and homelessness. Students shared their sensemaking as it concerned
examining dominant or unfamiliar narratives related to poverty, access, housing, food and
hunger, and dignity. Furthermore, students explored the concepts of privilege and their own
personal privilege related to the trip focus. Findings will be presented below with excerpts from
student blogs demonstrating the sensemaking and diversity learning that occurred throughout the
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semester. The themes presented include course and trip impact of students’ perceptions of selfgrowth, understanding and examining dominant and unfamiliar narratives, and exploring
privilege as both a concept and a personal identity. Furthermore, a section shares the voices of
participants related to their hopes, fears, and goals, their on-trip summary and understanding of
learning related to the trip focus, and their future behavior plans and intended enactment or
action.
Course and Trip Impact on Students’ Perception of Self-Growth
The course through its mission and purpose has curriculum designed to intentionally
promote self-growth and personal reflection. One student articulated this purpose in her blog:
“Alternative Spring Break, I honestly can say that these opportunities have helped me develop so
much, and have really showed me what my values are.” She continued, “All of these things have
helped me to realize this is not where it ends, I still have a multitude of opportunities to serve and
learn.” Students described their sensemaking in multifarious ways. These included a
development of identity construction or self-understanding, a deeper or new understanding of
what might be plausible related to the issues of hunger and homelessness, and the importance of
the course or sensegiving on their experience. Each of these is discussed in this chapter.
The first, related to self-discovery or building a new understanding of self as a more
informed individual is discussed in this section. Furthermore, self-discovery is discussed in
relation to topical exploration and a hallmark of the course- understanding personal privilege.
Students articulated feelings of learning a lot about themselves through the semester long
experience and specifically that the class itself contributed to this growth. Writing in a post trip
blog, a student observed, “The class itself taught me so much more about service as well as who
I am as a person. In a world with a lot of distraction, many of the concepts and thoughts that
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were acknowledged in this class are masked by chaos.” The student explained his perceptions as
to why the topics discussed in this class are often not talked about or explanations are given that
are more favorable to the majority. The course and trip also provided him with some clarity
amid the chaos and confusion. Further elaborating on this learning experience, his classmate
shared,
Before, I applied to go on this trip, I knew very little about what I was about to sign up
for. I know it sounded cool and I have never gone to Washington D.C. before. I didn’t
have any plans for Spring Break so I figured, why not. So far in this class, I have learned
way more than I have learned in any other class! It’s amazing to think that I have learned
and grown this much without even going on the trip yet. Applied learning is definitely
the best thing I’ve been able to experience at Wichita State, so my goal is to make the
best of the trip as I have the class. The entire process-the before, the actual trip, and the
after-is an amazing experience that will transform anyone who is willing to take the extra
mile of participating.
Self-discovery and growing as a person were standard-issue responses in the blogs following the
trip. “This trip was an incredible turning point for me,” wrote one student. Post trip, another
student contributed,
Looking forward from here, I know a change has been made. This change is something
that lies within my heart, and I know that the experience of this class and this trip will
affect many of my decisions from here on out. I hope that I never forget the lessons that I
have learned, and I am very thankful for the blogging that we did, so I can extend these
memories for a lifetime.
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Students attributed a great deal of their learning to classroom diversity learning such as
understanding their personal values better, developing a deeper understanding of themselves and
their personal privilege, and a new understanding of the dominant or unfamiliar narratives related
to the trip’s focus. Classroom diversity learning combined with the informal interactional and
structural diversity learning of the trip provided an educational environment that informed
overall understanding of the mission and purpose of the trip. The next section discusses
narratives and personal privilege.
Understanding and Examining Dominant Narratives
At the beginning of the semester, education is the focus of the course. Education related
to the trip’s topic and the systemic issues related to access to food and affordable housing in
particular. As a reminder of context, students read a variety of articles, participated in class
simulations, and discussed thoughts and opinions in group activities and through reflective blogs.
The goal is to build foundational knowledge through the course curriculum selected by the chief
sensegiver- the faculty instructor, or in the case of this course, myself and a graduate teaching
assistant. The course is interdisciplinary and thus students from differing academic majors, year
in school, and backgrounds are part of the class. Students are challenged to understand complex
issues and discover how they feel about the topics, causes, and develop an understanding of their
own perspectives related to the concepts explored. During their time in Washington D.C.,
students worked in a variety of community non-profits such as food banks, food pantries, meal
kitchens, retirement communities, public schools, and poverty assistance programs related to
housing. Peer-to-peer interactions (structural diversity learning), readings, class activities,
simulations, and class discussions (classroom diversity learning), and on-trip experiences
(informal interactional diversity learning) are represented through students’ reflective posts. One
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student shared, “I believe that being able to apply foundational knowledge into real-world setting
is where the majority of learning actually occurs.” Students wrote about the importance of
learning and preparing for this experience and the trip as a whole. For example, one student
wrote, “Foundational knowledge, application, integration, human dimension, caring, and
learning how to learn all have a very positive and agreeable reaction from me.” This particular
student was interested in understanding how issues of hunger, homelessness, and poverty affect
people first and foremost. She developed her thoughts on the importance of first gaining an
understanding through what she termed “foundational knowledge” as a means of preparing for
the trip and felt that she was learning a new style of learning or questioning what she thought she
knew about a topic. She wrote, “Foundational knowledge and learning how to learn is what I
feel our class has been going through so far to prepare ourselves for this trip.” Students found
the course to be valuable in helping them discern facts from uninformed views, as the same
student went on to write, “I think that is essential to knowing the facts and not going off of some
knowledge you think you might have read somewhere on some website sometime.” This
unlearning or relearning is an example of how the dominant narratives of poverty, homelessness,
and hunger were explored. Often times, a level of shame or blame is put onto those experiencing
hunger or homelessness. The issues are stigmatized and hidden in society. Individuals are
categorized or stereotyped into an othering status of undeserving, poor, lazy, or unworthy. The
same student continued, “Learning how to learn seems vital in not stereotyping when helping.
It’s good to not only learn, but also how to do it in a productive and safe way.” This notion of
preparing and learning came in the form of exploring dominant narratives. One student wrote,
“Homelessness, hunger, and poverty are instilled in us to be things we do not discuss with others,
kind of like secrets.” She elaborated, “I grew up in a community that if you were temporarily
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living in another person’s house, on government assistance for food, or were having trouble
paying your bills… you did not tell others about it.”
Poverty. Class sessions focused on exploring and exposing the dominant narrative
around poverty in the U.S., especially as poverty pertained to food and shelter. Students worked
to understand situations of forced choices through articles, documentaries, and simulations such
as choosing to pay for the electric bill would not allow for groceries that week. During a video
shown in class related to how poverty is measured in America, students began to understand the
foundational components of the issues of hunger and homelessness. Many students were not
familiar with some of the technical aspects of poverty in America. In order to provide a basic
understanding, resources from the AmeriCorp VISTA program were used including the abovementioned video which provides a historical overview of how the poverty measure was created
in the United States by a statistician named Mollie Orshansky. This video explains the basic
components of how wealth or a lack of wealth are established for an individual or family and
what the income rate of a person seeking assistance is based on family size. As this poverty rate
is used to decide access to such programs as SNAP or food stamps benefits or public housing the
importance of the students having a working understanding of these numbers and how a single
measure or a one-size fits all approach is used was important to build baseline knowledge of the
more specific poverty issues of hunger and homelessness. Students reflected on what they
learned, “Statistician Mollie Orshansky created a standardized method for determining poverty
levels,” and “I learned that the way that poverty is measured is really outdated,” or “A difference
of just a penny can be the determining factor between a family being considered poor or not.”
Additionally, students reflected on the one-size fits all measure, as one shared, “Another problem
with this is that it didn’t account for demographics and the fact that even within a city, costs of
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food, rent, and other necessities can widely vary.” With this new basis for understanding, while
on the trip students paid attention when community partners “did not require proof of poverty
and accepted that it looks different for everyone.” This was an example of understanding how a
single measure might not tell the whole story of why a person might seek or need assistance.
Many of the community partners do not require income information and students noticed this
policy. One student’s blog post demonstrated a more nuanced understanding of the issues
around poverty as well as empathy and compassion, “Just because someone is above the poverty
line does not mean that they aren’t in need of services and meeting people where they are and
helping them in the way they want to be helped is important.” Many instances of this kind of
informal interactional diversity learning related to poverty occurred on the trip. This un-learning
and re-learning about perceived thoughts related to poverty as it pertained to hunger and
homelessness was a consistent theme throughout student blogs. One example was concisely
shared,
I have learned how complex the issues of hunger and homelessness are during this
experience. There are many causes of these issues and I was able to explore them in
Washington D.C. One thing that I learned was that the struggle to meet basic needs
contributes to the entrapment of people in the cycle of poverty.
This understanding of digging deeper or questioning previous thoughts and opinions continued
as students began to examine dominant narratives through diversity learning.
Hunger. In the classroom setting, students learned about food waste, access to nutritious
food, food deserts, and explored reports from Feeding America. For many students, this was the
first time they had explored this narrative beyond an abstract understanding gained in their own
personal life. One student wrote when reflecting on the Feeding America data, “The summary
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was very eye-opening for me. I know that hunger is a very real problem in America, but it’s
always different when you have the facts laid out in front of you.” Another peer reflected,
“Contrary to popular belief, food/hunger is not a matter of production, rather a matter of
distribution.” Additional narratives were challenged during the trip related to food handling.
One of the community partners that students volunteered at was named Nourish Now, a food
pantry that combines food recovery from local grocery stores with redistributing food to those in
need. “At Nourish Now, the stockroom was packed with thousands of pounds of food that was
either presumed inconsumable by customers or had been taken off the shelves due to unclear and
confusing ‘expiration’ dates.” She continued, “The terms ‘sell by,’ ‘use by,’ and ‘best by’ do not
indicate when food will go bad, rather they indicate freshness… this was certainly a struggle for
me while inspecting the food, because I am used to judging it based on appearance and labels.”
With this new narrative, she reflected, “I couldn’t help but feel guilty for being so oblivious to
this issue and contributing to it on a regular basis. However, I also felt grateful for the people at
Nourish Now for educating others about it.” This understanding related to food labeling was
commented on in the majority of the students’ blogs while on the trip. This sensemaking
allowed for a new level of plausibility related to food waste, thus a deeper understanding of an
unfamiliar narrative was achieved.
Another narrative that was explored both in the classroom and during the trip related to
how a person might find themselves unsure of their next meal. One student still struggling with
understanding the root causes of hunger shared, “Honestly, if someone were to ask me what
causes hunger, I would not be able to answer that question because there is so many possible
reasons that it could be.” She expanded on her thoughts, “whether it be from living out on the
streets, to school getting cancelled for a little kid, to not having enough money to pay for food, or
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just not being physically able to prepare a meal for yourself.” A new understanding of the
complexity of the issues was developed and this student was able to see a multitude of causes
that might contribute to someone facing food insecurity and not knowing how to secure their
next meal.
Housing, homelessness, and the face of homelessness. One of the goals of the course
from a topical approach was to challenge or inform students’ understanding of homelessness,
those experiencing homelessness, and the often difficult situations faced when trying to access
affordable housing. For many students, this required learning about a topic that they were
unfamiliar with or one in which they held certain societal stigmas. Students commented on
simulation activities that asked them to make budgeting decisions related to housing, food,
healthcare, and their children's wants and needs and on articles that discussed homelessness for
youth and transitional housing. In a blog a student illustrated this learning, “For example,
coming into this class, I knew very little about the operations of homeless communities. I had no
idea the extent of it all, I did not truly understand how people found themselves in that situation.”
In class students read an article about a homeless individual and his cell phone. This article led
to many reflections and discussions about how someone who was homeless could afford having
a cell phone. Through this sensegiving, students began to make meaning related to what a cell
phone might represent for someone experiencing homelessness. “One of the more obvious
reason why a homeless person would have a phone is for a job and shelter purposes,” wrote one
student. She continued, “Sometimes we as people tend to dehumanize the homeless and forget
they do normal things like that also.” During the trip, much of this learning about the tendency
to dehumanize those experiencing homelessness was witnessed in interactions with individuals.
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On the trip students began to put faces and stories with those people they interacted with
who are experiencing shelter insecurity. A student shared her evolving understanding by taking
abstract concepts learned in class and applying her thoughts, writing “A huge part of serving this
demographic is breaking down the stereotypes and the perceived fear that is often attached. The
discomfort is something that we have built up so much, but there is simply no reason for it.”
With time in the week she shared how the narrative and her personal level of comfort in working
with a population that she had been scared of and stigmatized had personally changed for her,
Once Thursday came around, I was still a little intimidated, but not near as much. I think
this really speaks to the stigma that comes with being “homeless.” It takes time to break
that stigma… it is much easier said than done.
Finishing her thought, “Many times we treat them differently not in malicious intent, but simply
because of that stigma that has been built up… in order to break that, we must work at it and
spend more time with those people.” During the community dinner hosted by YSOP, a highlight
and tradition of the work week, students prepare and serve a meal. This dinner is unique in many
ways. Students decorate the tables, pop popcorn, and place board games on tables. Guests, or
those in need of a meal, company, or a place to stay are welcomed into the mission center.
Guests are not asked for any information and do not need to prove need in any manner. Students
take the orders of a guest, fill their plates, and serve each individual. The students then fill their
own plates and join guests in the dinner. A meal is shared along with conversation and the
opportunity to engage in playing games and enjoying a home cooked nutritious meal. Through
these conversations, a student shared her understanding of the importance of communication
during the YSOP community dinner when building a new narrative, “At a table together, the
common thing I kept thinking about was that communication for anyone is so important. We
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had a person who sat at our table who was deaf, [peer name] was able to sign with him.” She
further explained, “I think when he sat at our table he had the idea that no one was going to be
able to communicate with him…when [peer name] started signing his face was surprised.”
Another story of the importance of communication came during the same dinner when another
table of guests and students were able to talk with a guest “in his native language” [Spanish]. A
student shared, “I’ll never forget him peacefully saying to me, ‘me gusta venir aqui mucho,’ = ‘I
really enjoy coming here.’” Students began to understand the unique attributes of a population
that “too many people don’t view as people.”
A new narrative that emerged among the students’ blogs were those experiencing
homelessness might have found themselves in the situation for a variety of reasons. That they
are deserving of respect was something that many students described a deepening understanding
of. This was attributed to the combination of classroom articles, discussions, and activities with
the chance to share a meal or a conversation with an individual in Washington D.C. After the
trip, their language, particularly related to housing, noticeably shifted. To illustrate, one student
wrote about her new understanding of “the difference between being homeless and experiencing
homelessness. For whatever reason, although both may ring logistically sound, being homeless
carries a sort of ‘stuck in the mud’ weight.” This nuance is an important one for those doing this
work. Being homeless is a label, one that carries stigma and is often viewed as final with little
hope that the person’s circumstances will change. Experiencing homelessness is a term often
used by non-profit leaders in this work to describe an individual that is currently experiencing
shelter insecurity as a situation but not as a defining status of that person. She observed,
“However, these people are just experiencing homelessness, and I think by stating it like that, it
implies that it is temporary and that we are working towards a solution.”
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With this new narrative, many students worked to make sense in a solution-focused
manner. A student shared her frustration with other people who “don’t view or treat them with
the respect that any other human deserves. Maybe it’s because of stereotypes and
misconceptions, maybe it’s because of ignorance and fear, maybe it’s because people are just flat
out disrespectful.” She offered a solution based on her experience with the AB trip, “Whatever
the reason may be, I’m beyond grateful I had the opportunity to sit and learn about [guests of
community dinner]. One solution to this issue is doing what I just did. Sitting down and
talking.” Similarly, another student shared her solution driven ideas, “Because of the complexity
and multifaceted causes of homelessness, it is hard to set a guideline for a solution that is black
and white. One thing that I learned while on this trip is that community support is vital.”
Further expanding on her new understanding, she noted, “Systemic issues are very difficult to
correct, especially in a short amount of time. Nonprofit organizations in D.C. realize this, and
instead focus on coming together to support one another.” She then offered her perspective on a
solution, “This means the biggest solution is to care for and treat everyone in your community
with dignity and respect.”
Dignity. A new narrative that was learned both through classroom and informal
interactional diversity learning during the trip was the concept of dignity or a dignity condition.
This refers to the practice of treating others first and foremost with dignity or treating someone in
a manner that you would appreciate being treated. Restoring a person’s dignity puts that person
first, not their situation. It often means giving choice, being mindful and intentional in food,
goods, or services provided to others. It is the opposite of something is better than nothing, when
that something is for example a piece of furniture that is majorly damaged, food that is spoiled,
or clothing that is stained or ripped. At A Wider Circle, a dignity condition is a guiding mantra
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for volunteers sorting donations. This organization provides basic household supplies (furniture,
beds with new mattresses, kitchen supplies, a week’s work of professional clothing) to
individuals that are exiting the shelter system into more permanent housing. Donations are
sorted and selected based on a dignity condition, or gently used and still in top working order. A
student described this concept,
I learned about the organization and their values toward providing holistic care for the
homeless and impoverished. They taught about “dignity condition” of their products,
which translates to “if you wouldn’t buy it from a store as it looks, we won’t display the
product in the showroom for the shoppers.” This is so that the people do not feel as
though they are just being given the leftovers and scraps of what was in somebody’s
home. While touring the facility, the products were all in fantastic condition, which just
showed that they take their dignity condition motto seriously.
Th newness of the “dignity condition” concept continued in student’s blogs about food
preparation as well when serving a meal prep or soup kitchen location called DC Central
Kitchen. To illustrate, one student described how her experience led to new insights, “While [a
peer] and I kept sorting out the lettuce, I was thinking about how important our task is. There
were bags of lettuce that maybe only a quarter of the lettuce was okay to eat.” She continued her
sensemaking, “It may seem like we are wasting the rest of the bag, and the people we are serving
would eat anything put in front of them.” The narrative shifted and she reflected, “That is wrong,
if you wouldn’t serve it to your family, your kids, your friends, or bring it to a picnic; then you
shouldn’t be serving it to anyone! It makes you really think about dignity, and what people
deserve.” Other ways that dignity was witnessed by the students included “giv[ing] the clients a
choice,” or “the chance to shower and have their laundry done...being able to feel clean is party
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of dignity,” or providing a “safe haven to feel safe and comfortable.” The mantra of dignity was
one of the most frequently commented on learning moment noted throughout the blogs before,
during, and after the trip. This student’s reflection captures the sentiment of the group, “I think
that there are ways people can serve every day, for all people in all backgrounds, but respecting
dignity must be the leading intention.” This concept was often related to a developing
understanding of personal privilege as well.
Privilege: Concept and Personal Identity
During the fifth week of the semester, the topic of privilege and how privilege relates to
service is the focus of the class. Students take a privilege inventory provided by Break Away,
participate in an in-class activity called Common Ground (discussed in the previous chapter), and
write about their thoughts in their weekly blogs. This was a new area of conversation, learning,
and sensemaking for students. As the sensegiver, the instructors (myself and a graduate teaching
assistant) facilitated the Common Ground activity and helped prompt the debriefing
conversations after both the inventory and the activity. The relative unfamiliarity with the
concepts of privilege were discussed heavily in their blogs during this week and revisited
throughout the semester and on the trip. One student expressed “Privilege to me is an interesting
idea, it wasn’t until I came to college [and this class] that I was introduced to the subject of
privileges.” Another student shared, “This activity made me realize that many others
consciously think about privileges that I simply take for granted.” For others, the concept of
privilege held a stigma or a negative connotation. This was evidenced in titles selected for their
blogs such as “The P Word” or “Facing Privilege.” Students reflected on their understanding in
a variety of ways including elaborating on the stigma associated with the word privilege.
“There’s a stigma that often tails the word ‘privilege,’ especially within the world we live in
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today. Often times, people think privilege and associate it with race or gender or socio-economic
background,” discussed one student. She clarified, “Although there is certainly privilege
amongst these factions, there were many areas that I had never thought about before.” Echoing
the feelings of negativity and stigmatized being associated with privilege, another student stated,
“Privilege seems to be a hot word. People feel attacked when it’s used towards them, and those
more privileged than others try to find any little thing that makes them less privileged in the
Oppression Olympics.” She questioned, “Personally, I find this is single-handedly the stupidest
thing a person could do. If you have privilege, why would you not use it to help?” As the topic
was discussed and students applied the inventory to their personal identity the blogs also
discussed students’ perceptions of self-privilege.
Exposure to self-privilege: A new concept. As discussed above the concept of privilege
and especially the opportunity to apply privilege to self was a new or stigmatized concept and
practice for students. “I have been privileged in many ways that I could be ever be conscientious
to. However, I will try to acknowledge a few specific instances that portray my privilege,”
documented a student in her blog. She went on to elaborate on the many ways she is privileged
and followed the inventory to provide her narrative by presenting almost a list of her privilege,
Since I was raised Christian, I am not persecuted or discriminated by others for my
religion… Since I am a straight female, I can be affectionate with a romantic partner
without being stared at or ridiculed… Since I had the resources available in my high
school to prepare me for college, I was able to go to a state university that had the majors
I was interested in. Since I have no disabilities with my learning, I am able to take a
timed test and be able to answer the questions within the allotted amount of time… Since
I have a “normal” body size, I am able to fit in the clothing at the majority of stores…
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Since I am not physically disabled, I am able to enter a building without considering
whether or not I will be able to access all levels of the building that I need. Since I am a
legal US citizen who participates in the bipartisan democracy, I am not coerced by the
government to vote a specific way or censor my political views. Since my native
language is English, I did not have to worry about whether or not I could communicate in
school while growing up.
While this is just one student’s example, many students shared areas of privilege that were newly
discovered and began making sense of their identity construction through retrospection in new
ways. Some of the most common connections were related to access to education, as one student
acknowledged simply, “I am able to go to college.” The other common connection resulted in
the socio-economic privilege of being able to participate in an Alternative Break. For example, a
student wrote, “I am blessed with many socio-economic privileges to be able to have the
opportunity to attend this trip.” Along with the understanding of these privileges came students’
ability to understand times in which they did not possess privilege.
Students continued to reflect on their experience with the privilege inventory through an
intentional classroom diversity learning exercise. “When I completed the Privilege Checklist, I
answered yes to 17 of the questions and no to 9 of the questions… although I am a Muslim in
America,” wrote one student. While his status as a religious minority was a major part of his
identity, other areas of privilege were recognized through the activity. Each student reflected on
how taking the inventory informed their personal understanding. These reflections demonstrate
identity construction related to personal privilege. For example, a female international student
wrote, “When I think about my own personal privilege it’s easy to recognize the privileges I
don’t have, such as male, citizenship, and upper-class privilege.” Another shared, “Maybe it had
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nothing to do with the fact that little [ I ] was a Hispanic female with little English,” when she
was describing a teacher in elementary school who looked past her. The same student continued,
“My frustration derives from experiencing poverty first hand… I remember eating the very
minimum or choosing form only two outfits to wear.” Each of these student accounts were
shared in their blogs throughout the semester. An understanding that privilege is individual and
something that each student was working to understand was noted throughout the blogs. By first
understanding how they as an individual held and lacked privilege, students were able to situate
this understanding into the larger context of society, particularly in the areas of hunger and
housing. For some students the realization of areas of privilege or the concept of privilege was
new to them, for some students, areas that they lacked privilege were shared or confirmed. For
most, a combination was described.
This combination had students wrestling with areas they possessed privilege and areas
that they lacked privilege. In her blog, an Arab identifying student reflected on the complexities
of privilege, “I consider myself a very privileged person. I grew up in an educated household, I
had (and still have) both of my parents, I was loved, I am abled, I am able to go to college, I am
white passing.” She continued, “However, there are always things people don’t seem to catch.
Nobody sees my fear when I’m walking alone at night, clutching my pepper spray close to me.”
Continuing her thoughts, “Nobody saw me lying on the floor during finals week, unable to study
due to the sadness and anxiety from Trump’s Jerusalem decision.” Juxtaposing those statements,
she wrote, “People do see my white skin, my confidence, and my lunch that I pack every day.
Many people make snap decisions about others and are quick to label someone as something
they think they’re not. It’s not right.” This student identifies in both a minority status and with
that comes fear for personal safety and being pre-judged, but she also understands areas in which
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she experiences privilege related to other possessed statuses. Along with these feelings, students
began to make meaning of what to do with the complexities of their personal privilege.
Students recognizing their privilege and using it when they can through service,
conversation, or advocacy was also a topic discussed in the blogs. A student’s comment
provides an example of the need to promote conversation about privilege, “After our discussion
on the topic in class, I have been identifying reasons why talking about it is beneficial to
everyone.” After this identification she shared her next steps, “Through this exercise, I wouldn’t
say that I learned that I am privileged because I already knew that. However, I did learn
something very valuable.” Her thoughts continued, “I learned that I can’t just sit back and watch
the world go by. I need to use the talents and resources I have to help others.” Another student
echoed the need to use her privilege for change, seeing awareness as the first step in the process,
So what do you do? We have no control over these events in our life that we are born
into. It is not my own fault that I am in the situation that I am in… the first step is
awareness. In order to address a situation, you have to understand a situation exists.
By articulating a need to take responsibility for personal learning, the student described a desire
to use her personal talents and resources due to privilege in a positive manner.
Students consistently made the connection between first learning about and
understanding their privilege and then keeping that awareness as they prepared for the immersive
trip. This was highlighted by a quote from a student blog, “I couldn't be more grateful for the
preparation we had... I believe that this class equipped us to be ready for most things that came
our way. Especially when it came to learning about personal privilege.” On the trip, many
students made connections back to their classroom diversity learning related to privilege and the
dominant narratives surround food and shelter.
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Privilege and food and shelter insecurity. As discussed in the dominant narratives
section above, many students described a deeper or different understanding related to the issues
of hunger, homelessness, and poverty as a result of the overall AB experience. Furthermore,
students articulated an understanding of privilege and its relationship to the trip’s focuses.
Reflecting on her own upbringing related to the trip’s focus a female student noted, “On this trip,
I realized that my financial privileges gave me a head start in life. Children born into poverty
have to find a way to get out of it, but I never had to overcome this barrier.” Developing an
understanding that not everyone starts life in the same position in the race was one example of
deepening the understanding of how privilege is intertwined with hunger and homelessness.
This student also puts the onus on the children or those living on poverty to get out of their
situation, which is a further example of the student’s inability to fully understand parts of her
privileged background. Another way this understanding of personal background playing a role
in understanding the role of privilege in service was articulated as understanding how a person’s
background frames their point of reference in service. An example of this was described by a
student in a pre-trip blog, “Regardless, privilege plays a huge part in service. Without
understanding the situation of those we serve, with our own personal histories in mind, we are
unable to truly serve.” By developing this personal understanding students were able to put their
learning and the service experience in context. As discussed in the course, this trip was
immersive, which allowed students to begin to develop more hands-on knowledge and relate to
those experiencing homelessness, however at just one week in length the immersion was a short
amount of time in a controlled environment. One student’s blog post provided an in-depth
retrospective view of his experience and the meaning that he made through understanding that
his personal good health and financial stability were a privilege that he had and that this trip was
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about serving others in need that lacked those privileges, thus he was able to develop an
understanding of others:
However, these were all the important things in the learning process this week. I often
thought of my own privilege. I thought about I can use my privilege to help. I thought
about many things, all contributing to the growth in my capacity to help. This week was
definitely not about being a white savior, nor self-discovery, not even exploring D.C.
(though the latter two definitely came in anyways). No this trip was about people. This
trip was about learning how all can help our kind. This trip was not about “other”-ing
those who simply live differently than we do. This trip was about the people. I learned a
lot about myself on this trip. I realized that I took warm showers and a warm place to
sleep for granted. The place at which we stayed got extremely cold at night, and the
showers did not have warm water. I also realized that I am fortunate to be in a financially
stable family. I do not have to worry about when I will eat my next meal, while some of
the people we served do. After working at Food & Friends, I also realized that I was
blessed with good health. Some people may be unable to eat some food served to them
even at shelters because they have specific dietary needs. Thus, this trip helped me learn
about what I had.
Each of these statements shares the perceptions students have regarding the sensemaking related
to the privilege and the connection to service in a broader sense and some of the issues that those
experiencing homelessness or food insecurity might be facing. Financial stability, access to
showers and warm beds, the unique people with their own stories, and the connection to health
were common moments that students recognized their privilege during informal interactional
diversity learning moments.
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Exploring voluntourism, savior complexes, and othering. Another area of sensegiving
in the course came in the intentional inclusion of articles that explored the arguments against
Alternative Breaks such as voluntourism, savior complexes, and othering behaviors or language.
Students discussed these concepts in their blogs prior to the trip and consistently brought the
concepts into their on-trip and post-trip blogs as well. For example, one student when discussing
the articles shared, “I agree with them, even though that was the first time being introduced to
these ideas.” Another student who was self-described as new to the topics shared, “The articles
focused on the mentality one should have before attending a service trip and awareness as a key
catalyst for a positive outcome... understanding these concepts allow me to walk into a service
situation and understand.” She continued, “The education is so simple: it truly allows me to
understand that individual that I am communicating with.” Ending her thought she concluded, “I
think that it is really easy to claim you understand someone’s background, but all in all, if you
have not experienced it yourself, you probably don’t.” Students continued to connect to these
concepts especially in understanding savior complexes.
Discussing savior complexes in her pre-trip blog a student shared, “Everyone falls into
thinking this way sometimes, especially when you come from a place of privilege that allows
you to do so.” She continued, “It takes a great deal of humility to step back and recognize the
privileges you have and what others do not.” During a day of service in a D.C. metro pantry, the
student connected her personal privilege related to the guests she met during her work that day,
“I identify as Arab, but I realize I am white passing and many, many things in life will be much
easier for me because of this.” This same student shared her on-trip understanding of a savior
complex and service,
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If today taught me anything, it taught me how to offer my service to those in need. Not
in a white saviors, pitiful, “oh, no they need help” kind of offering of service, but an
actual, genuine willingness to help alongside other human beings who just wanted to
help. I saw the outcome and the productivity of our help, and it just made me happy.
As students continued to explore the notion of a “save the day” mentality or savior complex,
many stated that they were fearful of “messing up” or “offending the people of D.C.”
Nonetheless, they felt if they, as this student put it, “remained conscious and aware of my
attitude throughout the trip” this knowledge would help prevent a savior complex from
occurring. Through analyzing student blogs, instances of savior complexes were not frequently
coded.
While negative examples of savior complexes were not coded, othering language did
occur in a few student blogs. Students were introduced to the concept of othering or “us and
them” use in language during the same time period as voluntourism and the development of
savior complexes. These concepts were introduced through Break Away provided articles as
harmful, pitfalls, or behaviors to avoid. Students consistently viewed themselves as removed
from D.C. residents because of a difference in age, circumstances, geographical residency, or a
combination of these three factors. One of the most prevalent instances of othering language use
occurred when students were describing their service experience at Iona Senior Center, which
serves low income seniors from surrounding D.C. metro area. A student shared, “a lot of them
[emphasis in original] thrive off of socialization… this site opened up a whole other idea in my
mind, I didn’t realize the elderly was a vulnerable population.” She continued to redefine her
plausibility of this, and shared, “It was interesting to have them explain that to me and have it
turn a lightbulb on in my mind. I just kept thinking, ‘Duh, [her own name].’” For many students,
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elder poverty and food insecurity was a new concept and this experience was one that was
discussed as an eye-opening day.
Finally, Washington D.C. and the tourist part of the trip was discussed in student blogs.
For many students, this was their first time traveling to Washington D.C. and thus the
monuments, museums, food trucks, and parks were of great interest. Students
compartmentalized their experiences in two categories. The first was service, or time spent in
service with community partners, clients/ guests, and completing service-related goals and tasks.
The second was free time, or time spent exploring the D.C. metro area in the evenings after
service or during their free time on travel days. Students stayed at the YSOP headquarters, three
blocks from the White House, so they were close to the National Mall, many Smithsonian
museums, and were encouraged to explore the city after service was completed. This separation
of experiences led to many students reflecting on the differences of their time at a food pantry or
shelter versus their time at “typical tourist attractions.” One student shared,
If I had not gone to D.C. on a service trip and simply as a tourist, I would have missed so
much of D.C. that I was able to experience during my trip. I was able to contrast the
metro to the bus, the wealthy to the poor, and the luxurious apartments to the homeless.
Many students also shared photos of tourist attractions and connected their experience in their
“free time,” to the learning on the trip, especially those of quotes at the monuments and how
these foundational words carried new meaning for them. Primarily, the quotes came from the
Martin Luther King Jr. monument and the Abraham Lincoln monument. Two quotes from the
MLK Jr. Memorial photographed frequently were “Darkness cannot drive out darkness, only
light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate, only love can do that.” The second quote was “I
have the audacity to believe that peoples everywhere can have three meals a day for their bodies,
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education and culture for their minds, and dignity, equality, and freedom for their spirits." These
words allowed students to connect their experience of serving with exploring a city through more
traditional tourism locations. A student highlighted this combination by stating, “After coming
back from this trip, I realized how meaningful it truly is to do both service and touring during a
spring break trip.”
This mixture of students being a “tourist” during their free time with service as the “main
purpose” of their trip was noted as a positive balance for student trip participants. The contrast
of the experience was discussed by students throughout the week. One student wrote, “This trip
was an eye-opening experience to see the huge discrepancies within the top one percent and the
homeless.” Students connected to their classroom learning prior to the trip, stating an
understanding of not being able to “solve the problem” but that the trip allowed them to “develop
a greater passion to help with these issues.” Echoing this sentiment, another student wrote, “I
learned to understand that short-term intensive service-learning projects are not going to bring
about radical change.” While students compartmentalized their time into service and free time,
the reflection of these experiences blended into being an alternative breaker who got to also see
the city of Washington D.C. through varied perspectives during their week-long stay.
Voices of Participants
Students utilized a WordPress blog that was embedded in the university website to
document their experience with blog posts beginning after the first week of classes in January
and ending with a final post during the last week of the semester in May. These are their stories,
their perceptions of the semester through their hopes, goals and fears; their on-trip
summarization of the service-learning experiences, and their thoughts on how this trip and course
will impact their future behaviors.
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Hopes, Goals, Fears
Students in the Washington D.C. trip were eager to apply their classroom learning during
their time in the nation’s capital. One student shared, “I am also hopeful that this trip will
educate me on the complexity of homelessness and hunger… I have never had an in-depth
service-learning experience that dives into this issue.” Another student added, “The videos,
articles, and educational activities were very enlightening. I hope I can use these learning
experiences when I am in Washington D.C.” These hopes for application of knowledge also
consistently partnered with goals of understanding different populations or situations or were
expressed as fears of not understanding how to interact in the moment with someone in a
different situation. In his blog a student wrote, “I am hoping that this experience helps me learn
how to interact with others properly, especially those whose experiences are different from
mine.” Another student, writing from a place of fear in a blog from January added, “I am
worried that my lack of awareness regarding these issues may lead me to unintentionally come
across as ignorant and insensitive. I am also worried about coming across as condescending.”
He continued, “I know that I have to be careful when handling delicate situations like this, and I
am just concerned that I may appear ignorant.” Early in the blogging, many students shared
concerns of lacking knowledge and hoping that the class and trip will help bridge that gap in
their understanding.
Other fears included traveling for the first time without their parents, the financial
commitment that a spring break trip entails, flying for the first time, and not making a large
enough impact. A student put his fear in a positive light and embraced the opportunity for
growth the trip represented,
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Despite the fact this will be the first time I am traveling via airplane without my parents, I
think this will be a good learning experience for me. As I grow up and enter adulthood,
my parents will not be there for me every step of the way. I will have to learn how to
handle situations on my own in the future, so I believe this will be a good growing
experience for me.
Another student wrote, “MONEY! Money is really my only fear on this trip. While we are doing
lots of fundraising for this trip, I know that between this trip and paying for college I will be
hitting my bank account hard.” Finally, a student shared concern that the service work would be
insufficient, “I am worried it won’t be enough. I mean, I know it won’t be enough; our helping
for a few days in DC obviously won’t magically eradicate poverty and hunger instantaneously.
Still, I worry.” With these fears of flying solo, funding the experience, and tackling a large issue
through service-learning along with the goals of applying classroom learning through experience,
students also set goals for the trip in their personal blogs.
Students shared many goals of being open-minded during their trip, digging deeper into
the issues of hunger and homelessness, pushing themselves “to get out of their shell,” working as
a team and making new friendships, seeing a new city, helping others, and helping themselves.
One student expressed, “One of my goals for my Alternative Spring Break journey is to be able
to better recognize the impact that my actions have on the issues being addressed. I hope to keep
an open mind and dig deep into the core of the problems.” Continuing in her post, “Another goal
is to make friends.” Keeping with the theme of friendship, another student commented, “A
major reason for me deciding to do this Alternative Break is because last semester I didn’t make
too many friends and I was on the verge of transferring, but my goal is to make more friends
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throughout this experience.” Sharing the goal of learning about the issues and a new city, a
female student summarized the majority of her peers’ goals,
My goal is to learn as much as I can. Not only about the issues we’ll be helping with but
about the people we are helping, the program we are partnering with, the ASB group I’m
traveling with, the city of Washington D.C., how I can apply this to my life, in what areas
it can apply, how I can use what I learn and bring it back to Wichita, and the lists keeps
going… So now, I’ve been planted in the soil and watered during class with all the
different lessons that have been taught and now it’s almost time to grow in the sunshine
of Washington D.C. I’ll have first-hand learning and soak in all the knowledge that
comes my way. Keeping an open and appreciative mind should be able to transform me
into a beautiful flower!
Finally, the concept of “serving yourself” also came up multiple times in the blog posts, not to be
self-serving, but to being better, more compassionate people. One student’s goal was “to not
only help people, but I hope they can help me also. I want to come back from the trip with more
compassion, more empathy, and more experience.” Another student offered similar thoughts
with goals and hopes, “As much as this trip is about serving others, it’s also about serving
yourself. I want to be able to say that I made someone’s day during the trip but also that they
made mine.” With these hopes, fears, and goals the students traveled to Washington D.C. during
the official university spring break in March of 2018. The next section will highlight their
reflections while on the trip.
On-Trip Activity Summary and Retrospective Understanding
“Being able to apply the knowledge that I have learned from this class and place it in the
real world. But also, to help just a little and see that we are a part of the ripple that will make a
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difference,” wrote a student in her on-trip blog. For many students, the trip was a way of
bringing the class to life, a chance to apply the classroom learning, and to learn while doing.
Throughout the on-trip blogs students shared they experienced a “spark” in their passion and
understanding while writing a summary of their service work for the day. This section is meant
to provide an overview of the tasks and activities that students described, however it is hard to
not mention the application of classroom learning, as it was consistently noted throughout the
daily blogs.
Do. Observe. Reflect. Students were placed in two groups in order to meet the needs of
the community partners based on the physical space available for volunteers and daily workload.
Each of the teams of students went to a different site each day with the exception of one day due
to a weather-related government shutdown, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
Community organizations ranged from nonprofits dedicated to reallocating donated household
items to families furnishing housing, to soup kitchens utilizing recovered food from local grocery
stores and restaurants, to food warehouses supplying local food pantries, to senior centers
providing meals and Zumba classes, and to Title I elementary schools providing free and reduced
lunches and literacy programs to the youth of the District.
In each day’s reflective blogs students provided an overview of the kind of service they
completed, their thoughts and understanding of that service, often relating it to the larger issues
in Washington or systemically related to poverty, access to nutritious meals or affordable
housing. Students described performing menial tasks such as “sorting,” that they “helped cook,
chop, slice,” “packing,” “expedite[ing] the food” in serving lines for “guests,” “serving
breakfast,” “cleaning,” “mopping,” and “carrying furniture.” They also wrote about their
interactions with people, such as “greeting and talking with guests,” and “working collectively to
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fight impoverishment and homelessness in the community.” Beyond the recounts of service
activities students were seeking to make sense of the experience as well.
The volume of those being served in the various organizations was often commented on,
as one student observed at DC Central Kitchen, a site that is combination of a shelter and a soup
kitchen, “They serve roughly 5,000- 6,000 people every day no matter the weather. Rain, shine,
snow, sleet, they will still be serving.” Beyond the volume, the conditions of how all of this
work gets accomplished were eye-opening to students, as a female student wrote about Nourish
Now, a non-profit that collects discarded but still useable food,
Nourish Now recovers about 10,000 pounds of food a week, and collects from big chains
such as Panera, Trader Joes, Target, and Safeway. They also recover from small local
bakeries, restaurants, and catering businesses. You would imagine that the place they
operate out of is a humongous warehouse, but it is not. It is the size of two large garages,
it has one freezer and one walk in refrigerator.
Comparatively, the sheer volume of A Wider Circle, a non-profit that works to outfit homes of
individuals and families exiting the shelter system, prompted a student to reflect on his
experience, “After early morning orientation, I was shocked at the statistics of where the
organization is today. In 2017, the group fully furnished 4,500 homes in the metro area, which
adds up to about 7 million pounds of furniture.” Students were able to see a wide range of
community partners that make up a web of wrap around services related to food and shelter
insecurity in the DC metro area. “There [sic] motto was ‘saying yes to everyone,’” marveled a
student about A Wider Circle.
The practice of “no requirements” was another concept frequently discussed by students
throughout their on-trip daily blog summaries. Beyond saying “yes,” students also expressed
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surprise at the various types of organizations and how they strive to accommodate guests’ needs.
One example was being in public elementary schools and developing an understanding about
student success, literacy, and the future impact on poverty, while providing meals to students. A
vastly different experience included participating in Zumba class at the Iona Senior Center. This
led to the understanding that oftentimes community, conversation, and the ability to prepare
meals can be a barrier to food security. Both scenarios had students in environments outside of
the typical pantry or soup kitchen and painted a picture of the variety of approaches needed to
meet the needs of different populations experiencing hunger. Asking guests what they would
like while serving a meal on a food line or providing different meals based on health needs
(especially noted by College of Health Professions students) or religious needs was frequently
mentioned and noted to the importance of dignity as discussed previously in this chapter. A
male student reflected on his experience with the Father McKenna Center, which provided
housing, social services, and meals for men through a formal program,
After I was done cleaning, I helped prepare bacon. I also helped prepare turkey bacon,
and I was happy to do this because as a Muslim, I myself am not allowed to eat pork. I
was glad that the Father McKenna Center accommodated religious needs despite its
Catholic affiliation. This also made me think about the fact that not all homeless people
are Christian. Some homeless people may be Muslim, so they have religious needs that
need to be accommodated. Growing up, I would often find that there is no turkey bacon
option available to me. Because of this, I was moved when I was preparing turkey bacon
in the kitchen.
Concepts of access to those who are in need, accommodating guests’ preferences, health, and
religious needs, and relating these experiences with personal attributes or academic majors was
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common throughout the week. Furthermore, laced throughout the daily recounts of the service
activities are a variety of themes, including students getting out of their comfort zone, developing
bonds and understanding of the community partners and their organization’s mission, the impact
of the government shutting down in the District, how Wichita compares, and how they intend to
behave in the future as a result of this experience.
Comfort zone. Three major areas were consistently identified as requiring students to
breach their comfort zone; first, the travel, be it a first-time flight or subway ride; second,
interaction with populations perceived as different from themselves; third, unfamiliarity with
Washington D.C. or a major metro area. In a post trip blog, a trip participant’s comment
encapsulated all three areas, “Without a doubt a very memorable, educational, and motivational
experience that consisted of a lot of firsts for me. It was my first time flying, my first time in
Washington D.C., and even my first time riding a subway!” These first-time flyers or subway
riders shared their original nerves, their gratitude for the experience, and that once they had
experienced whatever first that it was not as bad as they had thought it could be. Another area
where students moved out of their comfort zone discussed throughout the students’ blogs was
interacting with D.C. residents or guests of the community partners. In her blog, one student
wrote,
I was honestly pretty scared to interact with the elderly that I would be serving pretty
much for the same reason I had feared with serving the homeless. I have little experience
with both groups of people, but that is the whole point of the trip. Letting you have the
chance to engage in your fears, and the outcome of this is incredible.
Another example of moving outside of a student’s comfort zone was highlighted by a student
sharing the realization that, “The issue of non-furnished homes is something that is often
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overlooked. In my own life, I know I can always expect a bed to sleep in or table to eat at. But
for many people that is not the case.” This student discussed that an understanding of the
importance of home to a person’s sense of security was a way in which they could begin to relate
with someone who might not be in that situation of security. These moments of sensemaking
were often attributed to getting out of their shell and bringing the class to life. One student
reflected, “I owe this class and the entire experience so much credit for allowing me to step out
of my comfort zone and learn more about issues that I didn’t know about before.” She also
acknowledged the personal growth experienced as a result, “During this, I also grew
tremendously in both the heart and the mind. I’m way more empathic, kind, understanding, and
aware.” In another example, one student noted, “The opportunity for growth often comes from
stepping out of your comfort zone.” The same student continued, “Even though I believe in the
benefits of stepping into unfamiliar territory, I often defer from doing so. The uncertainty that
lies within these unexplored experiences is often overwhelming.” This immersive environment
in both service and a new city was a conducive setting for students to continue to reach beyond
their self-described “bubble.”
For many students, their comfort zone was stretched not just through the service work
and the exploration of the social justice issues of the trip focus but also through the travel and the
city of Washington D.C. itself. They also noted that it was important to understand many aspects
of the city, particularly, as one student noted, the “touristy things...like the museums and the
monuments,” as this is oftentimes the aspects of Washington D.C. that many people know about.
They wanted the opportunity to understand the “haves and the have nots,” and noted what it was
like arriving and “instantly seeing the poverty that was sprawled across the streets of the
National Mall.” They experienced the stark contrast between the wealth in the nation’s capital
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associated with the powerful with the poverty and the powerlessness that comes from inadequate
resources. The student quoted above continued, “You could be walking downtown looking at
the beautiful structures of the museums then turn a corner and bump into a homeless person
sitting on the few bags he owns.” She admitted that this “surprised me even though this was one
of the comments that people have told me about the city before I had gone.” This concept of
surprise continued throughout the blog posts, including the passion and mission driven nature of
the community partners that students worked with each day.
Community partners/ Mission alignment of community partners. Throughout the
students’ blog posts, community organizations were mentioned by name, volunteer coordinators,
or long-term volunteers were revered as passionate and inspirational leaders, and the power of
volunteers was witnessed firsthand. Community partners mentioned in the blogs included DC
Central Kitchen, Nourish Now, Iona Senior Center, DC Public Schools/ Seaton Elementary,
Father McKenna Center, Food & Friends, A Wider Circle, and So Others Might Eat (SOME).
Each of these partners served as co-educators in the students’ journey during their time in
Washington D.C. and often helped shape the understanding through their mission, staff, and
long-term volunteers. The major themes from the blogs were that people create these
organizations, community partners are leaders, a positive environment has an impact on
experience, the importance of volunteers to community organizations, and passion and mission
are important to meeting a community need.
One student provided an example of how average, ordinary but passionate and
compassionate people created these helping organizations, “The lesson that can be learned from
Father McKenna is that all things in the world around us are created by people just like you and
me.” He continued, “Every organization that has grown to a massive level can be traced back to
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a small group of people with an idea or problem that they want solve.” These people were
represented in the camaraderie that was established with the community partners. I have used
pseudonyms to replace the name of community partner staff or long-term volunteers, however
students shared their names and their positive and impactful interactions with these community
leaders. One example, when captioning a photo that was taken with permission, a student
blogged, “This is Tommy and he is totally AWESOME. What I took away from working with
him was the level of professionalism and fun that can go into serving.” The student continued,
“Tommy was really awesome because he had a lot of joy in what he did… Even more
importantly he took great care to provide great service.” At a different service site, a student
experienced a similar scenario and commented, “One of my favorite parts was getting to know
one of the staff members, Robert. He is one of the hardest working men I’ve ever met, and he
never seems to complain about anything.” She added, “While I was cleaning, he tried to keep
my mind occupied by asking me riddles. He was also very willing to share his wisdom… and I
would tell he enjoys being a teacher and mentor.” Summarizing her experience with community
partners a student shared, “There was one common thing that I noticed in every nonprofit
organization, they were all servant leaders.” She explained, “Each and every one that I got to
know personally had their own personal and organizational values. They all knew how to
develop other leaders, understand and learn other perspectives, help others and encourage.” The
concept of servant leadership in staff was one that students observed in many service sites.
Beyond the staff, the positive environment was highlighted, as one student wrote about
her experience at Food & Friends, “Having worked at many food kitchens/ food-serving
organization, I can honestly say that this one was just different. Walking in there was music
playing and the energy was just contagious.” Students noted that employees “were over the top
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nice,” “helpful,” and willing to show them how to do things, all of which contributed to a
positive working environment consistent with how everyone treated the guests. “It makes me
think about how important volunteers are and how important it is to show up,” wrote one student.
Another student added, “What we can and should do is give our time.” The students recognized
that without both daily volunteers and frequent long-term volunteers the work at all of the
agencies would not occur in the fashion or timeframe that was possible with the power of
volunteers.
Students articulated their perceptions that the community partners’ missions were lived
by the employees and long term volunteers that they came into contact with. Furthermore, the
students felt their personal values aligned with the missions of the community partner
organizations. A student wrote this about Food & Friends, “Their motto says ‘Delivering hope,
one meal at a time,’ and I certainly believe that they accomplish that. Each meal is specifically
tailored to the dietary needs of the individual.” Another shared, “On this trip, I was amazed to
see the extent to which these organizations go in order to improve the quality of people’s lives.
These organizations believe in providing people with more than just the basic necessities such as
food and water.” One student connected the course learning and her experience with a
community partner’s mission alignment, which was to provide healthy meals to those with diet
restrictions due to chronic or terminal illness. She wrote,
This experience at Food & Friends has impacted me a lot, due to the fact that it helped
me see that there is still good mankind in the world. There are still people who are
willing and dedicated to help others who do not have the privilege to have the correct
nourished meals. [It is important] to take a look back and realize the privileges that I have
every meal each and every day but also to look at everything in little details.
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Food & Friends was a day in which both groups worked together due to the government shutting
down because of weather.
Government shutdown. On Wednesday, during the trip the United States Government
closed down as a result of a snow storm. With that weather event, many schools, nonprofits, the
subway, museums, and businesses followed suit and also closed. One group of students was
scheduled to serve at a local elementary school. Food & Friends remained open and as a result
the entire team traveled out to a remote area of the metro by city buses that were running snow
routes due to the subway being closed. Illustrating the change in plan and the new situation a
student explained, “Snow day! School’s out, government is shut down, and most shops are
closed… about three inches of snow. Because of this, our group was unable to do the originally
assigned volunteering of going to a school.” This change in plan for one group was consistently
documented in the blogs. It also resulted in feelings of disappointment, but also provided an
opportunity for self-reflection, as this student’s blog post illustrates,
On the first day of spring, Washington D.C. welcomed us with a few inches of snow. As
someone who grew up in Kansas, I initially thought this was no cause for concern, but
quickly found out that weather is dealt with very differently in the capital city. What
seemed like a minor inconvenience, actually turned out to have a significant impact of
Washington D.C. Along with the school district, the government was shutdown. This
left me confused and bummed out, because it meant that we wouldn’t be able to work
with the school children through the Reading Partners program, which was the volunteer
opportunity that I was most looking forward to. This also meant that the museums would
be closed and there wouldn’t be many options for us to explore the city during our free
time in the evening. Among this self-commiseration, I had forgotten the real purpose of
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this trip: to learn, grow, and service, all of which could still be accomplished. After some
self-reflection and conversations with my ASB friends, I was reminded that, although I
wasn’t volunteering in the way that was originally planned, the work we were doing at
Food & Friends was just as valuable.
With this change in plans, the feelings associated with a change in volunteer site for some, and
the understanding that as a result of schools being closed, soup kitchens, and transportation being
affected that many people would be in an even greater hardship set in. A female student wrote,
“Let’s not forget that the school and the government shuts down also. This means thousands of
people are in need of food.” Beyond this change in plans and the lessons understood of the
impact on access to free and reduced lunches, the understanding of volunteers was also realized.
As a result of the storm, many of the scheduled volunteers did not show up for the
afternoon shift at Food & Friends. The Wichita State shift ended at lunch time. “With the large
amount of volunteers cancelling, it created a large gap of volunteers. That is when we decided as
a group to stay for a second shift,” noted a student when she and her peers decided their help was
needed for an extended shift in volunteering. Students made sense of the storm in a variety of
ways, be it disappointment, a realization of hunger as a result of schools being out, or the
importance of volunteers no matter the conditions outside.
Future Behavior Through Intended Enactment
Throughout the semester, students reflected on their goals for applying the ASB
experience to their academic discipline and future careers, to their knowledge and ability to
advocate, and to their future acts of volunteering. The experience was especially relevant for
health professions, one of whom wrote about Food & Friends, “This is an organization that I
would love to support in the future. I believe my knowledge of nursing and my future career as a
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physician's assistant could help support the medical side of the program.” She went on to note
how such an organization was lacking in her community, “Unfortunately, we don’t have a Food
& Friends in Wichita, but I would love to advocate for the development of a similar program. I
could provide my assistance in an existing food distributor to create health and individualized
meals.” As highlighted in this example, students connected their experience in Washington D.C.
to their personal lives through career application. This student, a nursing major, was able to
apply her experience and see a gap in Wichita service providers.
Often, Washington D.C. was compared to Wichita, from “how difficult it can be to live in
urban communities… cost of living very high compared to the cost of living here in Wichita,” to
comparing similar volunteer experiences in D.C. and Wichita community partners such as the
“The Lord’s Diner.” The goal of “learning about a community that differs from my own and
bring[ing] this learning experience back to my home,” as one student put it was common for
many students.
Many students talked about gaps in community partners and the ability to recreate the
agency for Wichitans. Popular agencies for consideration included Food and Friends and A
Wider Circle as students saw both of these as pockets of non-profits they did not believe existed
in their home community. One student proposed the need for an agency similar to A Wider
Circle for example, “Serving at A Wider Circle can apply to my life back in Wichita because
there may be a plethora of impoverished Wichitans… that have a living space with no
belongings inside.” Along with the creation or enhancement of Wichita programs, students
spoke of the desire to continue to learn and advocate. Students spoke of “bringing awareness” to
issues and a desire “to be an advocate for the Wichita homeless population. Nobody deserves to
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face the hardships that he faces every day,” reflected a student after preparing and participating
in a community dinner with a guest at YSOP headquarters.
The importance of continued volunteering was noted as a goal for many. “Through
individual and collective efforts, we can all support the fight against hunger,” wrote a student in
a paragraph in which she asked, “Where do we go from here?” Another shared, “I also want to
try to recruit people to go with me when I go volunteer. That way I can spread the word around
faster that volunteering, no matter the time length, is a good thing.” Others talked about their
desire to encourage others to participate in an Alternative Break experience, writing, as this
student did, “I would encourage others to apply for the trip with me.” She went on to write how
much she valued the AB experience and desired for others to do the same, “I did this, and it
helped me grow in so many ways... I challenge them to volunteer and talk to those who live in
poverty-stricken situations before judging them or believing stereotypes.” Themes of selfgrowth and the importance of the experience were commonplace in students’ reflections.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and Implications
Alternative Break trips are often touted as life-changing service experiences and have
increased in popularity in both universities offering AB programs and in the number of students
participating. The program in this study was unique in that a required connected service-learning
course complemented the immersive service-learning trip. The purpose of this study was to
understand the entire semester experience for student participants starting with the first week of
the course through the end of the course in May. I examined two trips were in this study, one
focused on human impact on environment traveling to Santa Catalina Island, California and a
second focused on hunger and homelessness in Washington DC. In the previous two chapters, I
presented findings from an analysis of student blogs and documents related to the phenomenon.
This chapter provides conclusions based on those findings. Implications for practice and further
research are also discussed.
Conclusions
Both theoretical frameworks utilized in this study served as an important part of the data
analysis process. Sensemaking and sensegiving through diversity learning provided a helpful
frame to organize the findings and draw conclusions. The first framework, Gurin’s (2002)
diversity learning, divided the sensegiving into three areas; classroom diversity learning, or those
things intentionally done to teach or inform diversity understanding; informal interactional
diversity learning, or those times in which diversity learning happens outside of the traditional
classroom walls, such as during the Alternative Break immersive service portion of the semester;
and, structural diversity learning, which is when diversity learning occurs as a result of
demographics such as in diversity of student body but are not guaranteed to occur. The second
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framework includes the seven components of Weick’s (1995) sensemaking framework: identity
construction, or who an individual believes themselves to be within their context;
retrospection, or the actual opportunity for sensemaking or reflection; enactment, individuals
build a narrative account based on their environments, which are social and ongoing, or that
narratives are both individual or shared and that individuals react and interact with the goal of
creating order and retrospective sense of what is occurring; extraction of cues, which are parts
of the context that allow the individual to discern what information is relevant and useful to
them; and plausibility, or that in sensemaking accounts of events and contexts are interpreted by
the individual in ways that seem plausible rather than guaranteed to be accurate.
Weick’s sensemaking framework was evident as students wrestled with their overall
understanding and specific diversity learning. How they constructed their identities evolved
throughout the semester and students enacted the environments that they were facing in both the
classroom and at the service locations in a social and ongoing manner. Throughout the student
blogs, the ability to separate learning from the classroom to the service experience became
difficult as students connected their pre-trip education with their on-trip experience. Students
extracted cues from both the in-class and on-site environments and used those cues to develop
their identities and determine what they found to be plausible.
The importance of both the service and the learning were evident and is the first
conclusion presented in this section. Moreover, what is selected for curriculum can aid students
in learning and unlearning of dominant or unfamiliar narratives. I discuss this conclusion in
regard to the focus on privilege, voluntourism, and trip topical focuses. The on-trip experience
for students reinforced or deepened the learning from the classroom thus informal interactional
diversity learning combined with classroom learning was an effective combination. Finally, of
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all the components of Wieck’s (1995) sensegiving framework, reflection or retrospection served
as a powerful learning tool, especially in regard to identity construction.
While both trips had similarities and differences, blogs from each trip were dynamic and
robust in students’ portrayal of their experiences. To explain the conclusions drawn from this
study, I use a series of funnels to provide a visual representation. The overall Alternative Break
experience in this study was a semester long experience in which student participants applied and
were selected to participate in an intentionally designed experience. The first funnel in the series
(Figure 4) illustrates the type of students that were drawn to the program to begin with and how
they viewed themselves or constructed their identity prior to embarking on the Alternative Break
journey. In the early stages of the student blogs, students were excited and hopeful for their
experience, believed in the value of service, and hoped their work would make a positive impact.

Figure 4. Identity Construction of Pre-Trip Participant
After the first weeks of the semester, the students developed a deeper understanding related of
the trip topic and learned about the trip’s mission and purpose through an equal emphasis on
service and learning through the connected course.
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Service and Learning- Equal Emphasis on Both informs Sensemaking
Without the course, students reflected that their experience would not have been as robust
and their understanding not as complete. The emphasis on learning was demonstrated by
offering and requiring the connected course and served as a significant cue to students in how
they constructed their understanding of being both a student and a volunteer. A thorough review
of the course syllabus provided an outline of all the course activities beyond the on-trip
immersive learning through service. Students spent considerable time reading articles,
participating in simulations, viewing videos and documentaries, discussing the trip’s focus, and
what it means to be of service. They also participated in activities related to understanding
privilege, unpacking dominant and unfamiliar narratives, and understanding the potential
negative aspects of service such as voluntourism and savior complexes. Blogs throughout the
entire semester and the equal number of points attributed to each post gave the sense to the
students that each post was important to their overall learning experience.
By creating the equal emphasis on both the service and the learning, students reflected on
their understanding of the importance of preparing for service. This preparation follows the
Break Away Active Citizen Continuum (2008) described in the literature review and is an
example of sensegiving through intentional design. The continuum speaks of three stages of
transformation (pre-break, on-break, and post-break) and the desired movement in those stages
from being a member to becoming an active citizen, or a new identity that students might
construct. This process of learning occurred through social issue education, a form of classroom
diversity learning in areas such as the impact poverty has on food security or how social trails
contribute to minimizing human impact on environment. As a form of informal interactional
diversity during the trip, students witnessed and participated first hand in a soup kitchen that
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welcomed all who were in need to building a trail around a natural habitat on the island. Post the
trip, students participated in reorientation activities with the goal of sharing their experiences
with others in an advocacy role. While structural diversity learning was present, this form of
diversity learning was not heavily discussed in student blogs. Instead the combination of
classroom and informal interactional learning was perceived to be the most transformational, to
use a Break Away term.
While all of the Eight Components of a Quality Alternative Break (2017) were used by
the program and both trips, the connected course placed a strong emphasis on education, service,
and reflection. The next sections provide conclusions related to each of the three.
Pre-Trip Education Allows for Social and Ongoing Sensemaking
Break Away (2017) stresses the importance of Education as one of the Eight Components
of a Quality Alternative Break. The findings in this study support the necessity of this
component. Time and again, students wrote about the class contributing to their learning or
understanding during their Alternative Spring Break experience. The pre-trip education allowed
students to enact an environment that was social and ongoing. That is, they collectively and
individually redefined what they understood related to the trip topics and their personal identity
within the both the AB context and that of the broader world. Facilitators for both trips spent
considerable time emphasizing the mission and purpose of their specific trip. For both trips,
students attended to cues provided through intentional sensegiving, be it mission and purpose or
cause specific content. As a reminder, the first trip discussed in this study was entitled “Human
Impact on Environment,” and students traveled to Santa Catalina Island, CA. The second trip
was titled “Understanding Hunger and Homelessness in an Urban Setting,” with students
travelling to Washington DC. A combined curriculum for both trips related to understanding the
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potential negative side of service (savior complex, unintended harm, and privilege), the
importance of understanding how to serve, team building, and trip logistical conversations in
general were discussed in student blogs and noted in course documents. Specific and unique
articles, documentaries, and activities were selected to complement the learning particular to
each site based on the planned service and the community of immersion. Both the shared and
trip specific curriculum served as strong cues that students extracted as examples of how to link
ideas to larger concepts. For example, a student on the Catalina trip shared that without
understanding the historical abuse of the environment on the island, she would have not begun to
connect the importance of understanding human privilege and how we use or misuse natural
habitats.
These in-class activities were frequently discussed about students’ perception of the
importance of the course and pre-trip education to their overall experience. Students felt better
prepared and more engaged in their learning. During the trip, students frequently referred back
to what they learned through the course and how it framed their on-trip service experience and
how they were interpreting their interactions with community partners and community members.
For both trips students strongly felt that the course was key to their learning, understanding, and
satisfaction with their Alternative Break experience.
Curriculum selection informs plausibility. The selection of the curriculum was a form
of sensegiving for trip participants. Through the semester-long process students reconsidered
what was plausible related to their Alternative Break trip. Weick (1995) posed that people favor
plausibility over accuracy when constructing their understanding of a situation or environment.
Students extracted cues based on what they were reading, discussing, and writing about. This
sensemaking process was often described as an eye-opening experience and one that reframed
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their plausibility related to the trip focus. Many students described feelings of learning and
unlearning what they thought they understood about a topic (e.g., causes of homelessness) or
understanding a narrative that was unfamiliar or foreign to them (e.g., impact of invasive species
on a habitat).
Two major areas of curriculum constituted the overall learning objectives for the course.
The first area of focus was directly related to the cause and service being performed during the
Alternative Break week. The second area of focus addressed what critics of Alternative Breaks
noted with regard for the potential for unintended harm that can occur through negative practices
of voluntourism, othering, and development of a savior complex. This course directly educated
students on these concerns as well as provided an introduction to concepts of privilege and its
connection to service. In both areas of focus, students considered a new level of plausibility
related to their retrospective understanding of the issues. Students described moments of
learning through critical thinking that allowed them to develop a new or more informed
understanding less reliant on assumptions, stereotypes, past preconceptions, or media driven
information. Many students described this type of learning experience as new and eye-opening,
one they had not engaged in during other classes. Through the selection of curriculum, students
developed an understanding and connection to the course mission and purpose, which ultimately
came down to creating experiences for students to learn and develop a civic ethos while helping
a community build capacity.
Sensemaking Related to Privilege, Voluntourism, Savior Complex
Another of the components provided by Break Away is Diversity and Social Justice, and
again, is a form of sensegiving through its inclusion in the semester experience. Per the Break
Away (2017, p. 1) definition, “Strong programs engage participants in dialogue that furthers
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understanding of how systems of power, privilege, and oppression relate to social issues and
service work in communities. This deepened awareness enables students to do more responsible,
sustainable, and impactful community work.” Prior to the trip, students shared that the concept
of privilege (both personal privilege and how privilege relates to service and systems of
oppression and power) was unfamiliar to them. They had not heard of terms such as
voluntourism, savior complex, and othering. Through this sensemaking process, students built or
expanded their personal constructions of identity. By addressing these concepts, students
conversed, reflected, and make sense prior to immersive service. This aided students in feeling
better prepared to serve, especially for the Washington D.C. trip.
For both trips, participants spoke about privilege in their blogs posts during the entire
semester. Yet, the hunger and homelessness trip noted more instances of privilege and
oppression as examples in their daily service work. Students constantly referred back to their
classroom diversity learning related to these topics in their on-trip blogs. They spoke of having
an understanding of where they possessed privilege in certain situations and where systems were
inequitable. By including these topics as part of the pre-trip curriculum, students were more
aware, had some level of training, handled emotions in healthy manners, and had the language to
discuss their experiences within a Diversity and Social Justice frame of reference.
Additionally, both trips blended service and traditional tourist activities. Santa Catalina
Island students described the beauty of the island, the hiking, the beach, the town of Avalon (a
tourist destination) and exploring the shops and local businesses. Washington D.C. participants
visited monuments and museums such as the Lincoln Memorial, the MLK Jr. Memorial, the
Smithsonian Museums, the Holocaust Museum, and the National Museum of African American
History and Culture. Students contextualized their experience, often seeing a separation of their
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service-self and their tourist-self. By making this distinction, students described struggling with
moments when these two identities were in conflict with one another. They could see how
tourism and Hollywood had a negative impact on the environment in Catalina, while also
enjoying the tourism aspect of the AB experience. In Washington D.C., students noted that
blocks from the White House and on the National Mall, individuals experiencing homelessness
were sleeping or resting on benches and street corners. By talking about the negative pitfalls of
voluntourism and the limitations with short-term volunteer work, students shared insights about
seeing the communities in a different or more complete light than they would otherwise have if
they had just traveled as a tourist. Intellectually and abstractly, students understood they were
not going to change the world during their short time in either location but their desire to make a
difference and have a positive impact was evident. In moments when negative habits or thoughts
(i.e., othering language or feelings of saving the day) might have occurred, students explained
their ability to stop themselves and recognize their purpose and rely on their pre-trip learning.
Cause Specific Sensegiving through Classroom Diversity Learning Informs Sensemaking
The second major component of the curriculum focused on the cause issues for each trip.
This is where the connected course began to differ for students, depending on the location they
were visited. Again, topics were described as unfamiliar or situations where dominant narratives
needed to be unpacked and some learning and unlearning occurred. Students described their
personal upbringing, noting they had never recycled or thought about the environment in their
daily life. In addition, students talked about never seeing hunger or homelessness in their
hometown or possibly more affluent school. Students did not know about poverty measures and
how government assistance and benefits worked. Particularly related to the concepts of the
Washington D.C. trip, students talked about not understanding causes of homelessness, either
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attributing their current awareness to their parents or the media that homelessness and poverty
are often a result of a lack of work ethic or failure to get a job.
Break Away states that effective educational practices provide a “framework of
intersecting perspectives developed to help participants understand the root causes and effects of
social issues. Powerful education should also include information to connect participants’
personal life choices and experiences to the topic” (BreakAway, 2017, p. 1). Based on the
course syllabus and student blogs, a variety of different articles, documentaries, and activities
were selected for students to read and participate in with the goal of providing a variety of
perspectives related to the topic or social issue. Based on their academic major, students often
gravitated towards different content as they began to understand their trip’s focus. Some took a
health and medical approach, others a business or economic approach, many took a social work
or helping fields approach. Regardless of the approach, students began constructing a
professional identity, one that was rooted in social justice and civic engagement. Students from
both trips reported that as they were learning about the topical area and exploring what it meant
to participate in service and travel-based service, they understood and connected with the trip’s
cause and the mission and the purpose of their Alternative Break trip. The funnel in Figure 5
illustrates the pre-trip education and preparation stage in the semester.
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Figure 5. Educational Cues Impact on Semester Experience
This funnel explains the selection of curriculum in the form of educational cues enhanced
students’ sensemaking related to the understanding of the trip focus. Throughout the ongoing
process, students further developed an identity that connected them with the mission and purpose
of the trip and of what it meant to be a part of an Alternative Break. Furthermore, students felt
more prepared for the on-trip learning. The next conclusion explores the on-trip service
experience of the student participants.
On-Trip Service Experience Reinforces Educational Cues
During the on-trip blogs posted by student participants, the pre-trip learning was brought
to life. By applying their learning, often through moments of informal interactional diversity
learning, students made powerful connections to curriculum throughout their week of service.
Students also attended to the cues that were intended through sensegiving. The sensegiving for
educational understanding related to both trips allowed students to draw from the cues given
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during the pre-trip in-class learning so when faced with a situation during the immersive service,
students made sense within the context of the cause focus and thought critically as they made
meaning of their experience.
An unexpected learning opportunity arose when during the Washington D.C. trip, a
snowstorm and government shutdown had students questioning a fun snow day and its impact on
local school children’s access to free and reduced breakfast and lunches. When a blizzard
prevented volunteers from arriving for an afternoon volunteer shift, they decided to stay and get
diet-specific meals assembled and readied for delivery.
Students described how powerful it was to learn about the concept of dignity and using
dignity condition as a measure of providing service to others instead of a government created
poverty measure. Time and again, students’ blogs placed their service experience in context with
their classroom diversity learning. Their reflections were a mixture of what they did at each
service site and how they felt about the community partner and overall approaches to providing
solutions to hunger and homelessness.
The Catalina Island trip blogs contained reflections on what it meant to build social trails,
the importance of making decisions based on the environment, and maintaining space for future
generations. The blogs were riddled with new terminology related to tools and equipment used,
plant and wildlife terminology, and appreciation for conservation. They described being in a
place of natural beauty so different from Kansas as inspirational for understanding what it meant
to conserve the environment. Students described learning how to camp, struggle with physical
exhaustion from manual labor, cook in an outdoor kitchen, use minimal electricity, and unplug
from technology.
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For both trips, the common theme or conclusion was that without the on-trip service
experience, students felt they would not have learned the material as well and vice versa had they
not had the course component. Sensemaking occurred through the combination of classroom
diversity learning and informal interactional diversity learning. Without the classroom pre-trip
learning, they would not have been as aware of larger issues during the service work. This
combination illustrated the synergy reached through service and education.
Factors that also contributed to the on-trip learning as elucidated in their blogs included
working with passionate community partners who served as co-educators during their on-trip
sensemaking and learning. Repeatedly, students referenced the community volunteers as leaders,
the importance of understanding the missions of community-based organizations, and the
importance of connecting with the local community in their travels. Community volunteers
served as sensegivers during the on-trip process.
The community itself was highlighted as an important factor for the students’ learning
process. For both trips, local community guests at area non-profits were discussed as examples
of the power of informal interactional diversity learning. The sights, sounds, and culture of each
local community was also recounted in many blogs. Combined travel, community, and
community partnerships were a crucial aspect of the on-trip experience. For many students, the
community was unfamiliar, a factor that pushed them outside their comfort zones whether they
were first time campers, flyers, public transit riders, or visitors to a big city. Students described
the on-trip experience in the community and working with the community as a valuable
enhancement to their semester experience.
Another factor described by students was the importance of the team and the reflective
process of sensemaking. Peers were motivational, inspiring, and safe persons with whom to
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debrief the day’s service, an outcome consistent with the sensemaking components related to the
process being ongoing and social in nature. Peers were also teammates who needed to complete
a task and were partners in exploring the museums, monuments, trails, and beaches. They
actively learned alongside one another while sharing a similar immersive experience. Through
verbal reflection and written blog reflections, students shared how important both of these
aspects were to their on-trip experience. Participants used retrospection as a method to interpret
what occurred each day throughout their on-trip journey.
The funnel in Figure 6 represents the on-trip portion of the semester in which the
immersive service experience combines with the classroom pre-trip learning experience to create
a synergistic sensemaking process for students.

Figure 6. On-Trip Experience and Classroom Learning Provide Powerful Sensemaking
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Through this synergy, reflection or retrospection serves as a guided meaning-making tool
for student trip participants throughout the duration of their semester. In the next section, I
discuss the role of reflection in the overall student experience.
Reflection is a Powerful Sensemaking Tool
Put simply, reflection was the glue that kept everything together. Without retrospection,
sensemaking would not have occurred in the manner it did. Throughout the semester blogs, the
practice of reflection was paramount in the sensemaking process for trip participants. Students
discussed their thoughts, opinions, feelings, and the evolution of all three in their weekly
reflections. Students directly stated the importance of reflection and the process of retrospection
in their blogs, especially in their final blog of the semester. Furthermore, the variety of reflection
and the ability to participate in verbal, written, and visual methods of reflection were deemed
important by trip participants. The funnel in Figure 7 represents the variety of reflection that
students described as meaningful to their understanding and learning related to their specific trip.

Figure 7. Forms of Reflection Contributing to Sensemaking
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Regardless of the manner of reflection preferred by each individual, a majority of
students noted their appreciation for the blogging process throughout the semester. They felt it
served as a documentation of their journey and something they might look back to in the future
to remember their trip experience. The process of reflection allowed students to pause, gather
their thoughts, and synthesize their experience be it in class, at a service site, or post-trip during a
reorientation activity. Reflection is heavily cited as an important part of service-learning in the
literature (Porter, 2011; Sumka et al., 2015; Zafran, 2009). The findings of this study support the
literature related to the necessity of reflection to students sensemaking related to service.
Moving Beyond the Semester: Future Enactment
Beginning with their blogs on the trip and increasingly post-trip, students expressed their
intended future behavior. Through continued issue specific post-trip education (with an
emphasis on how they could connect with trip causes in their home or university communities)
and through reorientation projects, students set goals and made plans. Goals varied per
individual. For the Human Impact on Environment trip, students vowed to recycle more, learn
about composting, explore parks and trails in Kansas, reduce their use of straws and plastic
products, and educate their friends and family on the importance of these measures. For the
Exploring Hunger and Homelessness in an Urban Setting trip, students intended to volunteer in
local pantries, soup kitchens, and homeless shelters. They also expressed interest in advocating
for others, changing narratives related to hunger and homelessness, and being mindful of food
waste and food recovery. Many students reflected that the experience was a highlight of their
college career, the best course they had taken, or a course that challenged them to think
differently than they had before. Because of these feelings, students discovered a way to
continue their engagement or commitment to service and the social issues by encouraging others
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to volunteer in their local community and participate in future Alternative Break programs.
Many students who were not graduating vowed to return for another trip in the future.
Thematically, students did not intend for their engagement to end in May. They felt they had
experienced a change in perspective and could not return to their “January self.” The Figure 8
funnel represents the post-trip stage of the semester. By redefining plausibility related to the trip
topic and constructing a service-minded identity, how students understood themselves in the first
funnel of the chapter evolved into post-trip participants self-described as changed.

Figure 8. Post-Trip Learning and Continued Sensemaking
The funnel also represents that at the end of the trip, the experience did not end. Students
in the connected course continued to meet in class for an additional 8 weeks. Articles,
documentaries, policy, and reorientation projects filled the class periods. Students selected a
photo from the trip and wrote reflective captions displayed in a campus art gallery. They held a
reception and shared their experiences with friends, family, faculty, and campus administrators.
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Their final blog was due the first week of May during the spring semester. In that blog, many of
the next steps were discussed with an urgency that their service and civic ethos not end with the
semester’s close but become part of how they proceeded in their academic degrees, careers, and
personal lives. Students did not feel that their end of semester self was the same as their
beginning of semester self. Personal growth, evolved understanding, and a connection to service
with the intention of future engagement were consistent patterns throughout the post-trip blogs
for how students planned to move beyond the semester experience. The next section discusses
how practitioners, educators, and researchers can be intentional in what goes in these funnels.
Implications for Practice
Because Alternative Breaks are experiential in nature, preparing for an experience needs
to be engaging and dynamic. Throughout this chapter, I have used a funnel to provide a visual
explanation to anchor the findings and conclusions of the study. For those creating Alternative
Breaks, it is important to pay close attention to what goes into those funnels so they provide
quality and purposeful service experiences for students that build capacity for community
partners. Many of the findings and conclusions in this study support extant literature related to
Alternative Breaks. Most of the studies examined for the literature review referenced Break
Away as leader in accepted Alternative Break design. The program in this study used Break
Away as a framework for structuring the overall program and supports the Eight Components
(2017) continue to be useful when designing AB experiences (Niehaus, 2016; Sumka et al.,
2015). Many studies have identified the importance of reflection and this study validates its
importance (Maher, 2003; Porter, 2011; Sanders et al., 2016). While strong service was noted in
the literature along with the importance of education, diversity and social justice learning, the
extant literature often emphasized service more (S. R. Jones et al., 2012; Porter, 2011). The
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findings of this study concur with the literature related to service and community interaction as
vital but does not rank it above other portions of an AB experience. The role of curriculum, the
instructor, or chief sensegiver and intentional cues manifested as important throughout the
findings of this study comprise an argument that service and pre- and post-trip intentional
learning are equally important.
As the chief sensegivers for Alternative Breaks, university professional staff (program
advisors, faculty, and trip leaders) have a responsibility to ensure students are adequately
prepared, informed, and educated prior to embarking on a service trip. Without the cues from
the connected course, students would need to figure out for themselves what cues to attend to,
often with minimal pre-trip preparation. This can be a risky practice. Furthermore, it is
important to provide avenues for students to continue to learn and engage after the immersive
service portion of the experience has ended. Alternative Breaks should be more than a one-week
experience and more than just on-site service. Students should be engaged in meaningful
learning, reflection, and activities before and after the trip. While the service portion of the
experience is crucial to the overall journey, all portions of the overall experience should be held
in importance. The following implications are applicable to Alternative Break practitioners,
service-learning minded faculty, and the greater non-profit community. It is important for them
to be mindful about designing trips, selecting community partners, and integrating reflection into
the student experience.
Importance of Sensegiving through the Intentional Design of Connected Course
This study explored a connected course and two different Alternative Break trips. Each
trip required specific design and curriculum elements to meet the needs of educating and
preparing students to serve and helping students process their experience. By offering general
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education course credit, students were able to engage in a setting familiar to them and placed a
priority and importance towards the course itself. Generally, students know how to take a class,
understand that outside work (reading, writing, research) is required, attendance is important,
engagement in class discussion and activities is expected, and the duration is a semester in
length. The course provided meaningful academic content in a setting that students took
seriously. Often, pre-trip Alternative Break meetings are informal, attendance may seem
optional, and expectations unclear. This was not the case for this connected course. The course
is able to count towards general education requirements thereby contributing to overall degree
completion.
It is crucial to select articles, documentaries, reports, and activities that are robust,
engaging, and varied in perspective about topics for each trip. Curriculum design carries a level
of responsibility in civic work and as such, the educator in charge of curriculum design has the
responsibility to select articles and activities that educate, empower, and inform student trip
participants. With this in mind, it is important to discuss potential pitfalls and difficult
conversations such as privilege, oppression, power, othering, savior complexes, voluntourism
and practicing cultural humility. In the first funnel (see Figure 3), trip participants came into the
program well intended and excited. Once exposed to these potential negative consequences, the
students in this study were eager to learn about them so they would not unwittingly indulge in
these issues.
In terms of topic specific education, students were open and receptive to exploring
dominant or unfamiliar narratives making the course key to providing these opportunities. In
both trips, students felt a level of learning and unlearning. Allowing this to happen prior to
immersion is important to remember during the design process. All aspects of the experience are
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important--the selection of the social focus, the trip partnerships, location, risk management, and
what happens before, during, and after the trip itself.
Reflection: Before, During, and After
As part of the intentional design, it is important to give special attention to reflection and
the role it plays in sensemaking, the diversity learning, and overall learning process for student
participants. The reflection opportunities put in the funnels should be varied in approach (verbal,
written, experiential) and should happen throughout the entire semester. Reflection serves as a
check-in or an assessment for program leaders, instructors, or facilitators. Blogs or written
reflection serve as gradable content and an opportunity to provide feedback or alternate
perspectives. It lets the instructor know whether the intended curriculum is connecting with
students or if pieces are missing. It lets the instructor look for signs of othering or savior
complexes. Reflection is what makes service-learning a learning experience. Thus, it is
paramount that instructors are thoughtful in how reflection is used. Students need clear
expectations and broad, open-ended prompts or guiding statements, models, or frameworks to
consider. Framing reflection is a delicate task. It is important not to steer a reflection in a
certain direction but provide a space for retrospective thought in an ongoing and social manner
where the person reflecting can exact cues that help them make sense of their experience.
Preparation for Trip and Post-Trip Activities Should Be Given Attention
Program leaders have to make sure students see the value in the entire semester
experience through strong and effective sensegiving. Intentional design and curriculum
development are an important step in building a meaningful experience that achieves desired
student learning outcomes. It is vital for students to understand that what happens before and
after the trip is just as important as the trip itself; multiple funnels exist for a reason. It is
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important to give attention to these timeframes through communication of expectations, well
organized and thoughtful in-class sessions or meetings, and a clearly defined syllabus of the
semester (or longer) experience. It is also important that the syllabus (or schedule) articulates
what will occur when, how students can be successful throughout the entire process, and the
mission, purpose, and learning objectives of the experience. Students should know from the
application process the level of commitment that is needed to be a part of an Alternative Break
trip and connected course. Once the expectations are set, it is important that practitioners spend
time, energy, resources, and effort to ensure the pre- and post-trip components of the experience
are meaningful, engaging, and worthwhile.
Selection of Community Partners is Imperative
Throughout the student blogs, the community partner staff and long-term volunteers were
discussed as having a large role in the experience and learning of the participants. Students
recognized the leadership needed to work or serve in the local communities. They highlighted
the passion, dedication, and trip focus from working alongside local nonprofit leaders. The
community partners were co-educators or additional sensegivers (a key part of the on-trip funnel)
and helped students make meaning of their time in service. As such, it is important that the
agreements universities and nonprofits enter into are thoughtful and intentional. For the Catalina
Island and Washington D.C. programs, the main community partners were aware of the
connected course component of the student experience. They also understood the mission and
purpose of the Alternative Breaks and clearly articulated their mission and goals for the service
week. These partnerships were important for all parties in bringing together a reciprocal servicelearning experience. It is important to spend time researching, planning together, and building a
strong partnership that can meet the needs and goals of everyone involved.
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Implications for Research
Further research into connected courses in Alternative Break practice and the impact of
intentional design on the learning experience of students should be explored. To date, this is the
only study that includes a specifically designed complementary Alternative Break servicelearning connected course as its focus. As such, the study expands the nascent body of research
particular to Alternative Breaks by contributing a study exploring a connected course, an
expanded timeframe of one semester of learning, and curriculum for two different service
focuses. Future studies could include additional social cause focus areas such as immigration,
health, access to education, animal welfare, and many others. Additional Alternative Break
programs, length of service trips, and geographic settings for both service and universities could
be explored.
This chapter presented the conclusions and implications for practice related to
exploration of two Alternative Break trips and a connected course. Practitioners must be diligent
about strengthening Alternative Break programs. The experiences, feelings, thoughts, and
reflections of student participants from each of the two trips, as well as their semester long
experience in the connected course, may aid university Alternative Break program leaders,
community partners co-educators, and future trip participants in creating dynamic learning
opportunities in partnership with communities. While the potential for negative diversity
learning and unintended harm, the creation of robust and intentionally designed curricular
connections before and after trips should help practitioners realize increased positive learning
through meaningful Alternative Break immersive service trips. Community partners and
communities deserve this level of preparation and attention from Alternative Break programs.
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Research-Practitioner Implications
Throughout this study, I assumed the role of Research-Practitioner. As discussed in
Chapter 3, I serve as the program leader for the Alternative Breaks program at Wichita State
University. I also created the connected course for the program. During this particular year, a
graduate teaching assistant and I served as instructors for the course. I attended and chaperoned
the Washington D.C. trip while the graduate teaching assistant staffed the Santa Catalina Island
trip.
To maintain my researcher neutrality, I maintained a reflexive journal and utilized a peer
debriefer throughout the data analysis process. However, my entanglement in the study is
important to discuss. In this chapter, I strived to outline how Break Away guided a major
portion of how the course was conceptualized as they are considered by many to be the leading
organization dedicated to the development of Alternative Breaks and the training of program
leaders. The vast majority of all Alternative Break literature that was reviewed for this study
referenced the influence of Break Away. The course was created several years prior to this
study, as such the design of the course was independent of this study; that is, the course was not
created with the study in mind. With all of these safeguards in place, I constantly had to return
to the raw data, the words and reflections of the trip participants, and the documents included in
the study were supporting my findings and conclusions. I spent countless hours with the data, as
any good researcher should. It was even more important to me as a researcher-practitioner, as it
should have been. The vast majority of the 20 students reviewed espoused growth and learning
even though this outcome might be atypical. All participants reported deeper understanding and
engagement in the trip focus and service work. The AB course and experience attracted students
that were predisposed towards service and making a difference, which perhaps accounts for the
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level of engagement and deep understanding. Furthermore, students were able to indicate their
trip location and topical preference, thus indicating an interest in destination and trip focus.
There were infrequent instances of frustration when plans changed or disagreement with an
author’s opinion in an article, but overall students reported the importance of the course to their
learning.
Regardless of my diligence, I know that there are still implications for my closeness to
this study. There might even be some that see implications with the source of the data (Hine,
2005). I took online student blogs at face value and viewed them as a genuine portrayal of a
student’s experience. In this digital era, it is not safe to presume that all online postings are
factual or genuine. However, as these blogs were not a form of social media but rather a
technology forward reflection practice relevant in service-learning, the validity of the blogs felt
real (Caliandro & Gandini, 2017; Hine, 2005; M. Jones & Alony, 2008). I also know that many
of the studies included in the literature review were conducted by other research-practitioners. In
order to build the empirical research for Alternative Breaks, particularly from a qualitative lens,
an area for future research is to study one another’s programs.
In sum, I have a passion for service-learning and Alternative Breaks. This study has
strengthened this passion. Continual improvement is necessary in civic work. It is my sincerest
hope that this study improves or inspires another program to formalize a connected course for
inclusion in the overall requirements for a campus program. Each course can and should be
unique and dynamic, meeting the ever-changing needs of our students and the communities we
serve.
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APPENDIX A
Glossary of Key Terms
A variety of definitions available for terminology used within service-learning necessitate
a selection of terms and definitions that will guide this study. Sumka, Porter, and Piacitelli
(2015) provide a practitioners handbook that serves as a seminal work for Alternative Breaks
entitled “Working Side by Side: Creating Alternative Breaks as Catalysis for Global Learning,
Student Leadership, and Social Change.” The below definitions are derived from this work
which is influenced by Break Away and the Eight Components of a Quality Alternative Break.
Alternative Break. A form of service-learning that connects rigorous education to
significant community service in either a domestic or international sitting other than the home
community of the sponsoring institution. Alternative Breaks use the eight components, focus on
root causes, promote mutually beneficial relationships with the host site and visiting university,
and engage students in learning with the goal of building active citizens (Sumka et al., 2015).
Break Away. A national nonprofit dedicated to providing support, resources, and
training for Alternative Break programs, currently 249 colleges and universities are member
schools. Break Away provides the best practice framework of the Eight Quality Components of
an Alternative Break and the Active Citizenship Continuum defined below (Break Away,
2018a).
Eight Quality Components of an Alternative Break. These components guide
educators in the design of their Alternative Break program. The eight components are (a) Strong
Direct Service or service projects that are hands-on and community interaction is encouraged, (b)
Full Engagement which allows students to live in line with program and community values and
is recommended to lessen liability, increase group cohesion and personal safety, and control for
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any related issues with the community of immersion, (c) Social Justice and Diversity calling on
strong programs to not only build diverse Alternative Break teams but also to engage in dialogue
about privilege, oppression, and systems of power, (d) Education, signaling a need for programs
to provide varied perspectives, facts and opinions related to the service or community of focus,
(e) Orientation, which readies students to site or community specific knowledge needed (f)
Training ensures that participants have the necessary skills to carry out the service projects in the
community, (g) Reflection requires programs to set aside time for retrospective activities to
occur at both the group and individual level, and (h) Reorientation, a practice of students
transferring lessons learned from the trip to their own local community or local organizations and
participate in local advocacy, philanthropy, or direct service (BreakAway, 2017).
Active Citizen. The goal of the components is to turn students into active citizens
defined as individuals who prioritize community in their personal life choices and values (Break
Away, 2008).
Capacity Building. A form of community service with the aim of assisting the
community in accomplishing their goals by equipping them with the needed resources or skills to
achieve the mission of their work or non-profit (Sumka et al., 2015).
Community. In Alternative Breaks, community typically means a group of people that
live in the same geographical area (a city, town or even neighborhood). Additionally,
community often refers to a group of people that a non-profit directly serves or share a passion
for the non-profit's mission. These definitions are such due to the premise that Alternative
Breaks are based on students traveling to a geographical area and working with a community
organization to meet a social need (Sumka et al., 2015).
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Community Partner. A term used to by Alternative Break programs to identify the nonprofit organization or employees of the organization (Sumka et al., 2015).
Connected Course. A for-credit academic course focused on the social issues related to
the Alternative Break experience. Typically, Alternative Breaks are co-curricular in nature,
however some programs (such as the program in this study) do offer courses in conjunction with
the Alternative Break experience (Sumka et al., 2015).
Privilege/ Personal Privilege. Receiving unearned benefits through belonging to a
dominant group related to race, educational status, socioeconomic status, gender expression or
identity, sexual orientation, religious affiliation, ability (Sumka et al., 2015).
Service-Learning. A form of experiential learning connecting students to the
community in a reciprocal relationship with the aim of addressing community needs with
structured opportunities intentionally designed to engage students in learning through applied
learning and reflection (Jacoby, 2014; Sumka et al., 2015).
Staff Advisor/ Educator/ Instructor. Terms that refers to a university employee that
plans the curriculum and logistics of an Alternative Break trip or connected course (Break Away,
2018a; Sumka et al., 2015).
Voluntourism. An increasingly popular form of travel, volunteer travel focuses on
transactional experiences that leave some feeling very positive about their experience but often
result in no real change (Sumka et al., 2015).
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Abbreviated Course Syllabus
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